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Chapter 151 - Swept Clean 

With a peng sound, a golden wing fell onto the ground. It was a half-blooded Peng wing that shattered 

the mountain stones. Being more solid than iron and stone, the wing had an immeasurable divinity. 

Ah... 

The golden-winged peng cried out. It actually lost, moreover so miserably. It fell onto the ground, 

causing faint golden blood to splash out. It smashed open a crater in the ground with cracks extending 

out ten to a hundred meters. 

“Quickly stop the bleeding, don’t waste any!” The big red bird was extremely regretful. It rushed 

forward, because that was precious flesh and blood medicine. 

The little guy was ruthless, and while stepping on the Suan Ni bone mirror, he already swooped down. 

With the broken sword in hand, he hacked down. Now that the life and death battle had already 

reached this point, there was no way he would be lenient now. n𝑂𝒱𝞮)𝑙𝔟-In 

“No... Ah!” The Peng cried out in anger and its golden pupils widened. 

The little guy was cold and callous. The sword qi in his hands were like a rainbow, directly sweeping 

over. 

The golden light around the Peng’s body was bright, and its feathers were brilliant. Its frontal bone 

cracked open, and the inside of its body exploded; it destroyed its own symbolled bone! 

The little guy sighed. He was full of regret, because the great Peng race’s supreme precious method 

brushed past him like this. It made him feel helpless, but there truly wasn’t anything he could do about 

it. 

Pu 

The sword qi was like a rainbow as it streaked across. A huge golden head flew out diagonally. It carried 

with it a large streak of blood as it fell onto the ground. 

It was clear without even looking that carefully that all of the symbolled bones in the great Peng’s body 

were split open. 

The half-blooded divine bird lost just like this, making the group of Archaic species feel as if everything 

that happened wasn’t real. Such a powerful Golden-Winged Peng was actually not a match for a human 

youth! 

Flee! 

More than ten Archaic descendants turned around and fled, moreover fleeing in all directions. They 

were scattered as they ran; that youth was too savage, and they couldn’t use force to fight back. 

Everything happened in the middle of lightning and flames. The little guy’s reaction was fast, and after 

taking care of the golden Peng, he used all of his strength to use the broken sword, hacking towards that 

region. 



The broken sword revealed its power. The sword radiance was like a sea as it surged violently. It hacked 

that area apart instantly, causing rocks to fly in all directions and dust to rise into the sky. 

This sword’s might was too great. The fleeing group of Archaic species received the attack at once, and 

two of them were directly sliced apart. The remaining creatures’ bodies stumbled, and since they were 

lucky enough to avoid being hit, they quickly fled. 

“Chase! Don’t let a single one go!” The little guy shouted loudly. If news regarding today’s events were 

transmitted outwards, then it would most likely cause complications. After all, the White Tiger and giant 

golden bird were both from extremely powerful backgrounds. 

The Nine-Headed Lion knew precisely how powerful the individuals those creatures were related to 

were. With a loud roar, it dragged its wounded body and began to chase in one direction. The big red 

bird, Sable, Three Eyed Race’s brothers, and even the Flame Crow understood as well; all of them 

chased in pursuit. 

They did not seek to kill off their opponents. As long as they were able to stall them, it would be enough 

just to wait for the little guy’s aid. 

The little guy developed a murderous red in his eyes, and quickly chased after a group of Archaic 

descendants. The broken sword revealed its might, slicing them all at the waist before quickly rushing to 

another direction. 

At this moment, the sound of angry roars and long bird cries interweaved. On this blood dyed great 

land, a fierce massacre was happening. The precious artifacts were world-shocking, and divine light flew 

out and danced in the air. 

This battle was even more fierce than the one before. One side wanted to flee, and the other gave 

everything they had to stop them from doing so. It was an incomparably bloody and reckless great 

battle. 

Of the thirteen Archaic species, four of them were taken care of by the little guy. The Nine-Headed Lion 

and the others also blocked off five of them, however, four of them still escaped far away. 

Those three bird species in particular had already spread their wings and rushed into the clouds. To 

chase after them at this point would truly be too difficult. 

“I definitely won’t let them go!” The big red bird’s eyes were already red. After abandoning one of the 

vicious beasts, it soared high up into the sky to chase after the vicious bird. 

The wounds it received couldn’t be considered serious, and it could still use most of its strength. With 

extreme speed, it entered the clouds to chase down those Archaic descendants. It did not want the 

news leaked and invoke some type of disaster. 

The Nine-Headed Lion and the others all received serious wounds. The Rainbow Luan was almost torn 

apart, and the Flame Crow seemed to almost be charred black. Currently, their hands were joined in an 

effort to hold back these opponents, but they had no strength to kill them. 

The little guy also chased after a vicious bird. With one foot on the golden bone shears and the other on 

the Suan Ni bone mirror, these two precious artifacts’ brilliance circulated. Mixing together, his speed 



immediately increased by several folds. He did not care about the cost as he ignited his divine essence 

energy to chase after them with extreme speed. 

This type of speed could be maintained for a short period of time, but it wouldn’t last or else it would 

dry up one’s blood essence and wither to death. Using this short period of time, he soared into the 

clouds and finally saw the figures of those Archaic species. Raising the broken sword, he hacked out. 

The vicious bird cried out in anger, and all of its plume ignited. It also frantically raised its speed as well 

as take out its precious artifact to defend itself in pursuit of the sliver of opportunity at life. 

It was a pity, however, that as soon as the broken sword erupted, it already had no chance. Boundless 

sword fluctuations poured over, and it did not hack out, but rather directly oppressed it. WIth a 

honglong sound, it directly exploded between there. 

Ao... 

In a different direction, the big red bird howled. Fiery light erupted all over its body, and that bird Luan 

refined precious artifact - Black Pot, emitted a multitude of multicolored lights. Propitious vapors rose, 

striking that vicious bird firmly. 

Their battle became even more fierce, and bloody rain scattered down. When the little guy arrived and 

found it, the big red bird was already falling towards the ground, miserably crying out endlessly. It said in 

anger, “This grandpa is hurting to death! I’m going to eat ten vicious beasts later!” 

Its opponent was killed, and was falling down onto the ground. The big red bird itself also almost lost its 

life, and was fluttering its wings as it fell. 

Pu 

The little guy offered his support, killing off the few Archaic species the Nine-Headed Lion and the others 

were holding off one by one. With firm and severe strikes, they would never release hehe or haha 

sounds again. 

“Unfortunately, there were still two that got away!” All of their expressions were serious and heavy. 

Even the multitude of creatures below whose flesh’s medicinal qualities were terrifying did not have a 

hint of a smile on their faces, because the White Tiger and that golden Peng’s origins were too great. If 

they leaked this information out, it would lead to disaster. 

Suddenly, a bird cry rang out, and a rain of blood scattered down from the sky. 

“Yi, why did that stupid bird return?” The little guy was shocked. 

When theses words were uttered, it immediately made the big red bird, Rainbow Luan, and Flame Crow 

resentful. They were also bird species, and hated this type of name. 

The little guy stepped on the Golden Bone Shears and shot up at once. Brandishing the broken sword, 

with a pu sound, it made this ringleader reveal a fierce expression. However, it was killed in an 

extremely terrifying way. 



A few figures appeared in the distance. Huo Ling’er appeared while hugging the young deity. Several 

cloaked individuals were distributed in all directions, and they were the ones who forced these Archaic 

devil bird descendants to return. 

“Many thanks, junior sister!” The little guy fell onto the ground and blinked his eyes. He walked up and 

cupped his fist in respect. 

“These Archaic descendants... They were all killed by you?” When this group of people arrived, Huo 

Ling’er was at a loss for words. The brilliance of disbelief filled her eyes. 

Huo Ling’er and a few restricted individuals had already arrived for a period of time, only they didn’t 

come closer. They always stood from afar, and as a result of the Historical Remains’ curling mist, they 

couldn’t see everything clearly. 

“Am I really that savage? I rarely take lives!” The little guy resolutely rejected that statement. He looked 

over towards the Nine-Headed Lion, big red bird, and the others with his eyes widened before saying, 

“Do you see how savage these creatures are? They’re all dripping with blood. They are the ones that 

killed them!” 

The Nine-Headed Lion, Flame Crow, Three-Eyed Race, and the other experts all rolled their eyes. They all 

snorted together. Who was the savage one ah? They were pretty much all killed by you alone! 

Seeing them act like this, how could Huo Ling’er not understand? She was immediately shaken, and after 

seeing the White Tiger and Golden-Winged Peng, she became even more stirred up. 

How savage was this? To even kill the great Golden-Winged Peng! 

A cloaked individual walked up and dipped his finger into the golden blood. After carefully observing it, 

the individual cried out involuntarily, “This is a half-blooded divine bird at the very least! Its potential 

was limitless, and would rarely meet an opponent!” 

Huo Ling’er was around fifteen to sixteen years old. Her skin was extremely delicate, white and glossy. 

She had an oval face with curved black eyebrows. Her large eyes were incomparably intelligent, and 

they were currently emitting an unusual luster. Her expression was full of shock as she looked at the 

little guy in disbelief. 

The little guy smiled shyly and shook his head, saying, “Even though I am extremely heroic, you can’t 

look at me like that... Actually, you only need to continue losing weight. Even though you’ll never be like 

me, it still won’t be that far off.” 

His large pair of eyes roamed about and looked at those places that he shouldn’t be looking at. It was 

quite clear what he was implying. 

The fire nation princess was originally still staring at him in shock with incomparably admiration. After 

hearing those words, she went crazy, shouting, “Go die, go die little brat!” 

On the side, the cloaked individuals were silent; great waves were stirring within their hearts. This youth 

really was too formidable. He actually killed off so many Archaic descendants, including the half-blooded 

Peng! This truly shocked both the heart and the soul, making people’s spirits tremble. 

“He’s still so young, and is quite susceptible to change. His potential is seriously limitless!” 



“He shouldn’t be any less terrifying than the human emperor when he was at his age, it truly is 

frightening!” 

This was the conclusion that these several individuals quickly came to. It was difficult for them to calm 

down, and their eyes were looking at that savage child with a bizarre expression. 

“Sigh, in the end, one of the vicious beasts still got away. This time, it’s really going to be annoying.” The 

little guy was frowning and worried. 

“Now you understand fear. When you were stirring up trouble, why didn’t you think a bit first?” Huo 

Ling’er was taking joy in his calamity. Her body was long and wonderful, and her curves were exquisite 

as they moved up and down. 

“They wanted to eat big red and my little bro, so of course I would go all out. Even if I incurred some 

heaven overflowing calamity, I still cannot back away!” The little guy’s voice was powerful and 

resounding. 

The Nine-Headed Lion was extremely moved, and almost roared along. 

Behind them, the Flame Crow, Three Eyed Race and other experts’ expression also changed. They felt 

grateful within their hearts; after all, this time, if the little guy did not slaughter his way over, they would 

have all died. 

Only the big red bird was twitching its mouth. It was too familiar with this little brat’s ways. Even if they 

didn’t meet this disaster, with this savage child’s nature, the White Tiger and the others would have still 

been eaten. 

“Stupid bird, what kind of look is that? Why are you rolling your eyes for no reason?” The little guy 

seized its black pot and smashed it down on its head with a kuang dang sound. 

“This grandpa is going to fight to the death with you!” The big red bird stomped in anger as it used all its 

strength to rub the blister on the back of his head. 

“Make any more noise and I’ll eat you!” The little guy revealed his small and shiny white fierce teeth. 

The big red bird immediately withered. It had no choice. This child was too savage! The Nine-Headed 

Lion, Rainbow Luan, and itself were all eaten by him before. 

“Junior sister, your father is the human emperor. He is extremely blessed by nature, and his cultivation 

is extremely world defying. In this great earth, there shouldn’t be many who can be his opponent right?” 

asked the little guy. 

“Even if that’s true, so what?” Huo Ling’er was vigilant as she looked at him. 

“If I can become sworn brothers with him, there shouldn’t be anyone that dares to provoke me right?” 

asked the little guy. 

Huo Ling’er’s beautiful figure immediately fell before standing up straight again. This little brat wanted 

to take advantage of her? 



“Don’t misunderstand. He’s so old, so how could I become sworn brothers with him. The little guy 

immediately pulled back. 

“What are you saying? What do you mean by old?” Huo Ling’er became extremely angry. This rotten 

infant’s words were truly unpleasant to listen to. 

The little guy simple-mindedly asked, “When people become old, they all reminisce about their youth. 

Does he not want an intimate friend that is younger than him? It’ll be hard to find even a few unrivalled 

heroic youth like me even if you searched the entire great earth.” 

Huo Ling’er was so angry she started laughing. “You provoked a disaster and now want my father, the 

emperor, to cover for you? How convenient that you thought of such a thing! Your status is so low, yet 

you want to talk to the human emperor as if you were a peer?!” 

“Why not? Many female genius’ godfathers are over a hundred years old. How do you know that your 

father the emperor won’t be able to become friends despite the age difference?” 

“Get lost!” 

Ordinarily, Huo Ling’er carried the gracefulness of a beautiful and refined woman. She would appear 

educated and well-balanced, as well as full of intelligence. Currently, however, she was extremely 

violent, and her black eyebrows were jumping; she almost bared her fangs and threw herself over. 

Wuwu... 

Right at this moment, the little wolf in the the fire nation princess’ bosom cried out. Its nose opened and 

closed, and indicated towards a direction. 

The little guy slapped his forehead and said, “What emperor, what different age close friends, there’s no 

need!” He snatched the young deity and said, “Hurry and help me find that fish that escaped the net!” 

The young deity was always watching from the side and knew what he was looking for. Without uttering 

a single thing, it extended a small claw, pointing towards a direction. 

The little guy dropped his smiling expression and ran out with the broken sword in his hand. Upon 

seeing this, the Nine-Headed Lion and the others also revealed serious expressions as they followed 

behind. 

The group was as fast as lightning. The mountains and rivers quickly disappeared behind them, and by 

depending on the young deity’s nose to chase, they finally stopped after a hundred li. The little guy’s 

sword hacked out, splitting apart a mountain. 

Aohou... A vicious beast threw itself out. It was terrified and resentful, because it still couldn’t flee from 

this disaster in the end. 

In the end, the Golden-Winged Peng, White Tiger and the ten or so species were completely executed 

without a single one getting away. 

“Now we can feel relieved. Together with the fire nation princess, the Nine-Headed Lion and the others, 

we met an ambush. After a bloody battle, we finally killed off all these evils!” The little guy tightened his 

fist and used all of his strength to wave it about. 



“I didn’t do anything. You guys are the ones that killed them.” Huo Ling’er emphasized the fact that this 

matter was not related to her. 

“Didn’t you display your divine might and wipe them clean alone?” The Nine-Headed Lion and the 

others were unconvinced. 

“Let’s not talk about these things first. Currently, there is a small mountain of delicacies piled up. 

Watching it already makes me salivate, so let’s eat first.” The little guy cried out enthusiastically. 

The fire nation princess did not say anything. The few restricted individuals beside her spoke in a low 

voice, “That is a half-blooded Golden-Winged Peng, a rare precious medicine. You cannot give up this 

opportunity. If you enjoy it now together with them, even if the golden Peng race’s experts are informed 

later, it will still be worth it. You won’t be losing out.” 

Huo Ling’er nodded her head. A half-blooded divine bird’s value was truly difficult to imagine, and she 

couldn’t just stand here and watch this group of savage foodies waste it. At the very least, she knew a 

bit of ancient methods that could improve the blood essence medicine’s efficacy to the max. 

“This place is very quiet and peaceful. Let’s go and stew them.” 

The group of people moved out simultaneously. After finding a clear spring, they began to skin and clean 

the meat. They were going to stew the Archaic descendants here and use their divine essence to nourish 

and strengthen their bodies. 

Chapter 152 - Advance 

“Don’t move. The Golden-Winged Peng is a half-blooded divine bird, so eating it like this is too wasteful. 

I know an ancient method, so after we find some precious medicine, we can stewthem together to bring 

out its divine effects.” Huo Ling’er spoke out to stop the big red bird and the others. 

This was a mountainous region, and it was quite similar to the other regions within the Historical Ruins. 

Black mist also lingered about here, making it appear secretive and calm. Within the mountains, there 

was a clear spring that was bubbling. The big red bird, Nine-Headed Lion and the others were all 

stripping the giant golden bird of its feathers. 

The Peng’s body was enormous, and golden light sparkled all about its body. Without talking about its 

body, even the wing that was sliced off was more than ten meters. It gave off a brilliant divine splendor, 

and essence energy surged and overflowed; it was enough to completely fill one up. 

“There are still so many details regarding taste?” The group of descendants were impatient, and none of 

them wanted to wait too long. You have to understand that this was a deity’s descendant, and was 

rarely seen in this world. 

Huo Ling’er had a serious expression on her face as she said, “There are naturally many details we have 

to pay attention to in taste. Together with a few precious methods, abnormal wood, spiritual blood, and 

other ingredients, the medicinal strength this Golden Peng can emit will far surpass your expectations!” 

The Nine-Headed Lion nodded its head. It came from a great background, and was born within an 

ancient King race. It naturally knew about these things and agreed with her point of view. 



“Alright, since it can display that much medicinal strength, then I don’t have any complaints either.” The 

big red bird spoke out. Although it was also of the bird species, it still wanted to eat a few bites of the 

great Golden-Winged Peng. 

In the end, the group of creatures all nodded their heads, giving their approval towards the Fire Nation 

Princess’ suggestion. 

This was a small Archaic world. There were definitely quite a few spiritual medicines, and even more 

spiritual wood, divine bugs, etc. These medicinal primers could be found, but it was on the premise that 

they left the Historical Remains. Not even a blade of grass grew in this place, making it impossible for 

them to collect those things. 

“This Violent Ape is truly a rarely seen species. Its ancient blood is rich, and is still radiating dark light.” 

“The body is so enormous! It truly is rare to come by, enough for us to eat.” The big red bird wiped off 

its saliva. 

With a dong sound, the little guy lifted its black pot and smashed it on its head again. “You truly are 

cruel, eating the a humanoid species. Don’t cook it in front of me.” 

The big red bird was so angry it was hopping mad. With great resentment, it said, “You are the cruel 

one, to not eat humanoids and only eat vicious beasts and spiritual birds. Too cruel.” 

On the side, the Nine-Headed Lion was a bit depressed, because even its own flesh was eaten by the 

little guy before. Only, out of shame, it was too embarrassed to tell its group of brothers. 

“Hello? Brother Luan, what type of look is that? It was for you that I risked life and limb this time. While 

fighting with that group of Archaic descendants, my own life was almost thrown in there.” The little guy 

glanced over at the seriously injured giant bird. 

The Rainbow Luan stared at him with the whites of its eyes. After having flesh from its wing and thigh 

eaten, even though it was because of him that it was rescued, the tension was still not completely 

released. 

“Stop staring. You’ll be able to eat some precious flesh medicine in a bit to repair your body,” the little 

guy said. 

At the edge of the clear spring, the cloaked individuals beside Huo Ling’er were currently cleaning up a 

vicious bird. It had an elephant head, but other than that, the rest of its body was not much different 

from that of a bird. The dark green feathers covering its body were emitting multicolored light. 

“This is a Jade Feathered Elephant Bird, and is considered an extremely rare descendant. Unfortunately, 

its pair of pure white tusks were destroyed, or else it would definitely be the most spiritual.” A restricted 

individual was incomparably regretful. 

There was nothing they could do about it, because these powerful races would never leave behind their 

precious symbolled bones while facing death. 

On the other side, the Nine-Headed Lion, Flame Crow and the others were handling the Violent Ape. 

This enormous body was enough for their group to eat. 



The little guy was fiddling with his spoils of war alone. With a frowning and worried expression, he was 

full of regret. The White Tiger’s battle clothes were torn into several pieces, and the Primary Magnetic 

Mountain was even more so broken into more than ten pieces. It was useless even when they were 

pieced together, and as a result, its might plummeted. 

“Don’t feel so unsatisfied. The Heaven and Earth Pouch that you obtained is extremely rare, and is 

something left behind by a White Tiger ancestor after its death. It can definitely be considered a race 

guarding precious treasure.” Huo Ling’er rolled her eyes at this small money grubber. 

When this spoil of war was mentioned, the little guy immediately became happy. His mood was great as 

he took out the beast skin pouch, flipping it around as he looked it over. 

This was refined and created out of the skin of a White Tiger. There were all types of symbols on it that 

were ancient and world-changing, and a bright golden silk rope fastened the pouch opening. 

The little diligently refined it, and began to try it out afterwards. He used its ability to collect and release 

objects, slowly familiarizing himself with it and understanding how to use it. 

With a honglong sound, rubble began to roll about. A giant boulder over a hundred thousand jin was 

collected inside the pouch. Auspicious light rose, creating a shocking scene. 

“It truly is a good treasure!” The little guy sighed in admiration before reversing the symbols. All of the 

mountain stones and fragments were poured out in torrents. 

He experimented once again, and with a hong sound, the smoke and dust in the distance soared into the 

sky. A short mountain rose from the ground and was directly collected into the Heaven and Earth Pouch. 

Multitudes of multicolored light shone at the beast pouch entrance, and thousands of auspiciously 

colored threads shot out as it swallowed everything. There really wasn’t anything it couldn’t collect after 

all. 

“Aiyou, youngster, what you doing?” The big red bird cried out in fear. It could not stand the force and 

began to shrink. Multicolored light surrounded its body, and it flew towards the Heaven and Earth Pouch 

before ultimately disappearing within. 

Haha... The little guy laughed loudly and used the golden thread to tied up the pouch entrance. A 

tormenting sound immediately rang out from within the pouch. The big red bird was isolated within the 

beast skin pouch, and so its voice was small as it said, “Let me out!” 

After untying the golden silk rope, propitious vapors gushed out. The big red bird was released, and in a 

flustered and exasperated tone, it said, “This grandpa is going to stake it all against you!” 

The little guy immediately raised the beast skin pouch. In the end, it was resentful, and after twisting its 

butt, it headed towards the distance towards the violent ape. Shouting noisily, it said, “I am going to eat 

you!” 

Flames jumped about. The Nine-Headed Lion, Flame Crow, and the others surrounded the fully cooked 

Violent Ape and began to gorge themselves. 

This meat contained an extremely powerful essence energy. They all sustained injuries, so this type of 

precious medicine was the best type of supplement. 



It only took a little bit of time before the Sable, Rainbow Luan, Three Eyed Race and other experts began 

to emit light. The skeletons within their bodies rang out with ga beng ga beng sounds. The broken bones 

were mended, and even though they were not immediately restored to their former conditions, their 

movements were no longer hindered. 

In addition, their flesh were squirming about, and divine multicolored light shone. All of their wounds 

closed, and the blood inside rumbled. A rain of light was being emitted from all over their bodies. 

“So powerful, I feel like I’m about to break through.” The Sable originally had its pair of forelimbs 

snapped, but after eating more than a thousand jin of the powerful Violent Ape’s flesh, its entire body 

emitted light. Purple energy rose, and it began to resonate with noise. 

“The purity of my blood has improved by a level, so powerful!” The Nine-Headed Lion was also 

extremely happy. Faint golden traces of blood appeared within its body; this type of precious flesh 

medicine was extremely beneficial for it. 

After experiencing this life and death situation, the essence energy in their bodies were almost 

completely exhausted. Now that they received this type of replenishing, it almost made all of them 

break through. Each and every one of them were like little suns as they gave off light. 

“Eat!” 

The giant ape was ten meters long, and it had a robust figure. Even though it left behind a large amount 

of precious flesh medicine, after the group of descendants ate until they were belching, not even the 

bones were left behind. 

They were all lying on the ground, their bodies radiating light. They didn’t want to move at all. 

On the other side, the little guy and Huo Ling’er as well as those restricted individuals were much better 

as they ate the majority of a devil bird. The sparkling and transparent meat entered their mouths as the 

delicious smell wafted about. 

Finally, Huo Ling’er couldn’t go on any longer. She really couldn’t eat any more, especially with that 

hateful youth constantly reminding her to make sure to lose weight. With all the statements about how 

her chest was too high and her butt too big, it made her so resentful that she flipped out in anger. 

In the end, even the restricted individuals no longer dared to eat any more. Even though their strength 

were powerful, in the end, they still could not digest so much precious medicine. 

“It’s shameful to waste!” 

After the little guy said this sentence, he continued to gorge himself, cleaning out the remaining half of 

the golden glossy bird. He continuously refined his essence energy to forcefully advance his flesh. 

When the group of people saw this, they became completely dumbstruck. How could someone so small 

eat so much?! 

Even the Nine-Headed Lion, Flame Crow and others felt their hearts alarmed and their bodies jumping. 

This was truly savage... He ate even more than them, completely disproportionate to his body. 



“No wonder he started salivating as soon as he saw us, making us have to move out of his way. If he 

becomes hungry one day, who knows if he will swallow all of us in one go.” The group of Archaic 

descendants secretly wiped off their cold sweat as they inwardly classified that human youth as a 

prehistoric demon. 

The little guy’s entire body was overflowing with light and color. Essence energy gushed out from his 

pores, healing all of his injuries. His essence energy surged like a tsunami as it cleansed his flesh. It 

penetrated all of his organs, and even his hair began to shine. 

“Sigh, the ninth Heavenly Passage is too hard to open. Currently, I still can’t even feel it.” He scratched 

his head. 

One of the restricted individuals couldn’t help but sigh, saying, “The ninth Heavenly Passage is too rare 

in reality, and there were only a few recorded in ancient texts. Within our human race, the eighth 

heavenly passage is already as rare as phoenix feathers and unicorn horns. You can start thinking about 

advancing to the next great cultivation realm.” 

“I can still wait. I’ll attack at it again after eating the great Peng!” The little guy was extremely angry. 

Seeing him darken his little face, everyone there became silent. You still aren’t satisfied? Ever since 

entering this small world, your cultivation has shot up sharply, comparable to what others have to 

bitterly cultivate several years for! 

The restricted individuals in particular found it difficult to calm their hearts. Back then, even when they 

painstakingly trained, they still did not reach the accomplishments this savage child had after entering 

this small world. They wanted to cry just by thinking about it; this truly was an evil spawn! 

“Are you guys all full?” The little guy patted his small round belly as he asked towards everyone else. 

“Full!” As soon as these descendants spoke, they would spew out essence energy and multicolored light. 

“Oh, then I guess I’ll have to eat by myself.” He fetched the White Tiger and with the broken sword in 

hand, a kacha sound rang out. He directly chopped off a hind leg, quickly skinning and cleaning it. 

“You... You are wasting things recklessly!” Several elders were so angry they began to hop about in 

anger. 

“These things were caught for the sake of food. Moreover, I’m not eating the whole thing, only a hind 

leg. It just enough to boil a pot of soup.” The little guy was not concerned in the slightest. 

“We are going to eat too!” The group of Archaic descendants all rushed over. This was White Tiger flesh 

ah! Even if they couldn’t eat anymore, they still had to forcefully swallow it down. 

Huo Ling’er was furious. This was simply too wasteful! 

Flames danced about, and a fragrance assailed everyone’s nostrils. After a good six hours, the tiger leg in 

the black pot was stewed until it became soft. Even the bones were melted by the little guy’s precious 

techniques. The juices were sparkling as it overflowed with multicolored light. 



As soon as they got close, a white tiger shadow pounced over. It bared its fangs and brandished its 

claws, yet carried with it a powerful fragrance. The little guy opened his mouth and shouted fiercely, 

“Eat it, eat it!” Following that, he swallowed it in one gulp. 

The tiger bone soup completed its slow-cooking. The juices were sparkling and glistening, as well as 

being incomparably thick. The little guy scooped out a large spoonful and poured it into his mouth. He 

felt as if the pores around his body were being penetrated. A rain of light was emitted from all over his 

body, as if he was going to levitate and take flight. 

“It truly is delicious, not inferior to lion heads at all!” He was extremely infatuated, and so the words he 

spoke out weren’t articulated. 

The Nine-Headed Lion’s face immediately became green. Fortunately, it seemed as if no one heard him 

clearly. 

“It’s too tasty!” The little guy shouted and then began to frantically scoop. The tiger bone soup 

continuously went down with gudong gudong sounds. 

The group of people, including Huo Ling’er, no longer cared about their status. They crowded forward 

and fought over the tiger bone soup. 

In a short period of time, the pot of soup completely vanished. It was completely finished, and the group 

of people seemed as if they were still not done as they stared at the remaining White Tiger’s body. 

Only the little guy was completely satisfied. He ate until he was full and drank all he wanted. As a result, 

he was like a small sun as he emitted light. 

“You all are too savage! After eating so much, you are still thinking about more! Truly a group of 

foodies!” He scolded all of them, including Huo Ling’er. 

The group immediately became infuriated. Who was savage and who was the foodie? You have the 

nerve to say this to us?! 

“Good things cannot be wasted like this. Wait until we find some spirit medicine to slow cook it 

together. Maybe at that time, we can all break through,” the little guy said. 

He used the Heaven and Earth Pouch to collect the Golden-Winged Peng, White Tiger, and other 

descendants. After using the golden silk rope to tie up the pouch, he hung it on his body. 

“It truly is convenient. In the future, I’ll catch some more vicious beasts that want to eat me.” 

The group of people rolled their eyes. It’ll be fine as long as you don’t want to eat other creatures; who 

dares to eat you?! 

“The Heaven and Earth Pouch seems to be able to preserve things without letting them rot. With so 

many Archaic species, I want to bring it back to Stone Village for Grandpa Chief, Uncle Linhu, Dazhuang, 

Ermeng, Pihou, and the others. After letting every villager eat Archaic descendants, it’s quite possible 

that they can all make breakthroughs quickly.” The little guy rubbed his small round stomach, and with a 

sweet smile on his face, he entered the land of dreams. 



The group of people were speechless. This delicate, cute, and beautiful youth that even made girls 

jealous was actually smiling so brilliantly in his sleep. Being so peaceful, it truly was difficult to imagine 

why he was so savage after waking up. 

The Sable, Flame Crow, and several other creatures broke through. After drinking the tiger soup, they 

finally broke through the shackles. Their essence energy blazed all about their bodies, advancing another 

layer; it created quite a bit of activity. 

Only after a long time did this area become peaceful again. 

It was already deep into the night, and all the creatures slept extremely peacefully. 

The next day, the Archaic Golden Crow’s body rose from the horizon. After turning into the sun, it shone 

down from above the Historical Ruins’ mist, scattering down a hazy light. 

“Let’s go. For the sake of spirit medicine, collecting the prescription, as well as eating the Golden-

Winged Peng, let’s go towards those spiritual medicine lands!” The little guy was full of emotion as he 

spoke. 

The group of people twitched their mouths, but not a single one left. It was because they were all 

thinking about the rare precious medicine! 

This region of the small world had many special areas, such as the Saints’ Fallen Ground, Forbidden 

Heaven Bone Area, Precious Artifact Vestige, and others. The various geniuses that entered were 

scattered everywhere. 

“You want to find the Immortal Divine Spring?” 

When the group heard what the little guy wanted to do, they were all shocked. 

It was rumored that this small world truly did have an immortal spring, but that area was extremely 

dangerous, and since ancient times, not many individuals were able to receive its benefits. 

“The immortal spring is located within the Hundred Grass Land. There is a mysterious stadium there, 

and through its precious shackling techniques, it could easily shatter creatures’ physical bodies. 

Ordinarily, no one dares to break in,” said Huo Ling’er. 

The Hundred Grass Land was the spirit medicine field of this small Archaic world. Spirit medicine grew in 

plentiful amounts inside, and many were rare and valuable objects. It was even rumored that there was 

a possibility that even divine medicine grew there! n/)𝔬(.𝑣--𝑒/(𝐿/(𝔟/)1()n 

“Didn’t you guys want to try little gold stewed with mushrooms? Now that we have a Golden-Winged 

Peng, where do we get mushrooms? Of course we have to enter the Hundred Grass Land!” Said the little 

guy. 

The group banded together. That area was definitely a blood scarred demonic land. In the past, it was 

always a place where one entered but never came out; going there to pick spirit medicine was most 

likely the same as sending over your life. 

“We can help you, but can only stay outside. We don’t want to enter that demonic land.” The Nine-

Headed Lion said things flatly. 



The little guy saw that the others all revealed serious expressions. Not willing to enter the Hundred 

Grass Land... He spoke to himself suspiciously, “Could it be that I was cheated by the Heaven Mending 

Pavilion’s old farts?” 

From these people’s expressions, he could tell that that place was definitely forbidden ground! 

“Without a certain degree of power in one’s flesh, one cannot enter. Throughout all of time, only pure-

blooded Archaic youth dared to enter to search for a heaven defying chance.” It was a restricted 

individual beside Huo Ling’er that spoke. The individual’s hair was completely white, and he spoke things 

as if this fact was not exaggerated in the slightest. 

“What?” The little guy’s eyes immediately lit up. The previous gloominess was immediately swept away, 

and he became incomparably excited as he said, “I can meet true Archaic vicious beast young there? 

That’s perfect!” 

The group of people were speechless. Other creatures did everything they could to avoid it, yet he was 

interesting, daring to directly take the opportunity to enter. 

The fire nation princess’ large eyes blinked. They appeared extremely quick-witted as she said in a small 

voice, “This little fellow is pretty much a human pure-blooded vicious beast himself, not inferior to those 

pure-blooded divine birds and beasts at all. After entering, it truly wouldn’t be easy to say who is going 

to eat who.” 

After the big red bird heard what was said, its eyes immediately revealed a deceitful luster. It instantly 

threw itself over, using its two wings to hug the little guy’s arm, saying, “Bring along...” 

“Have you thought it through? To have me take you along?” Asked the little guy. 

“No way!” The big red bird used all of its strength to shake its head, saying, “If I go inside, I’ll definitely 

be eaten by those pure-blooded vicious beasts. Bring my pot with you! With your fierceness, you can 

definitely eat an Archaic vicious beast young. I won’t ask for anything else, just that when the time 

comes, it would be enough if you just brought back a bit of soup gravy!” 

Dang! 

The little guy lifted its black pot and directly smashed it down on the back of its head. 

“This grandpa... Is going to... Hold himself back!” The big red bird wanted to say that it was going to 

stake it all, but after realizing how unrealistic that was, it spat out those words in anger. 

After leaving the historical ruins, the little world’s sun illuminated everything. The flowers and plants 

were brilliant, and the ancient trees reached high into the sky; everything was full of vitality. 

Their group made their way towards the Hundred Grass Land. With this many powerful individuals 

walking together, it directly scared numerous creatures along the road into fleeing. 

Of course, there were also a few powerful creatures that had coveting desires. They stared at them, and 

wanted to make their move several times. 

The little guy did not want to be outdone, and roared towards the terrifying eyes in the dark. His voice 

was like thunder, and in the end, the creatures within the forests backed off. 



“What was that? Why do I feel a bit frightened?” They were shocked. 

“Why do I feel a bit happy to have a savage child by my side? I feel like if it were not for him, I would 

have became food after facing those powerful creatures.” The big red bird’s scalp felt numb as it spoke. 

“They shouldn’t be pure-blooded creatures, right?” Huo Ling’er frowned. 

They were already approaching the Hundred Grass Land, and they felt the presence of several others 

that were precisely like this! 

The little guy took precautions as he faced these true pure-blooded creatures. He did not dare to act 

carelessly, because even though he wanted to catch one, he still had to treat them with caution. 

They were finally closing in on the Hundred Grass Land, and from quite a distance away, they could 

already see the propitious vapors rising from that region. All types of vegetation were emitting radiance. 

It was a spiritual medicine land with all types of divine radiance enveloping it. There were all types of 

brilliant lights and vibrant colors, and essence energy surged. Even ordinary medicinal herbs that grew 

there would become sparkling and translucent as a result of the exceptional spiritual essence density. 

“Mine, mine, they’re all mine!” 

Everyone was speechless. That brat changed into a small miser after all. His eyes were twinkling with 

countless little stars as he wiped away his saliva. 

Chapter 153 - Divine Garden 

Even though they were still separated by a distance, they could already feel that divine aura! The area 

was dense in vegetation, and the trees were incomparably tall. 

The mountain forest was verdant. They surveyed the scene from a tall position. Dense vapors rose, and 

a bright colored mist circulated about. The Hundred Grass Land was auspicious and peaceful, as if it was 

a pure land. 

Kacha 

An odd sound was emitted from within the mountainous region, making their hairs stand erect. They felt 

a wave of ice cold killing intent, as if an autumn wind had just swept past. 

“What type of creature is that?” A restricted individual was bewildered. 

Everyone’s eyes were flickering as they watched. From within the primitive forest, there was a sinister 

creature that was currently staring at them with deep cold eyes. Its appearance was monstrous. 

It had three heads. The one in the middle was still rather normal, with blood-colored hair scattering 

down its back. The one on the left, though, was actually a Peng head with brilliant golden feathers. On 

the right was the head of a devil, and it was covered in pitch-black scales as it radiated with dark light. 

It was five meters tall, and its figure was sturdy. Both its hands had blood dripping, because in its claws 

was a powerful Archaic descendant. It was torn apart alive, and fresh blood was dripping with di di da da 

sounds. 



At that moment, none of them could recognize that terrifying creature, but they could recognize the 

Archaic species that it tore apart. It was a Jade Scaled Leopard, and even though it was extremely 

powerful, it still killed like this. 

Kacha 

This creature carried a extreme amount of ominous intent in its eyes. After tearing apart the Jade Scaled 

Leopard, it directly threw it into its mouth to chew and swallow. Fresh blood poured out, continuously 

trickling down. 

It could be said that it was extremely savage. Powerful creatures would typically all be rather mindful 

when eating, and would typically cook their meals meticulously. Only a few powerful races still eat and 

swallow things alive like this. 

The more they were like this, the more terrifying they were, because this represented their unruliness. 

Even after being so cruel and unreasonable, their strength was still so powerfully heaven defying. 

Hou... 

It quickly devoured the Jade Scaled Leopard, and more than half of it disappeared in the blink of an eye. 

It threw the bloody white bones onto the ground and roared towards the group with a sound like 

thunder. 

Hong! 

The nearby ancient trees all exploded, and many rocks were blasted into the air. Everyone’s expressions 

changed, because this creature was too powerful. Just its sound wave alone was already so powerful. 

“I loathe people who disturb me when I’m enjoying my food!” 

It was the middle human head that spoke. Its head of scarlet hair danced about, and a bloody light 

flickered within its eyes. Following that, it directly threw itself over. Surging killing intent overflowed into 

the heavens, saturating the air with black mist. 

A restricted individual beside Huo Ling’er made his move. With a blue bone sword in hand, he hacked 

outwards, revealing his skill. The sword qi rushed out more than ten meters, sweeping out with a force 

that turned the ancient trees and thousands of giant boulders into pieces. 

However, that creature’s speed was too fast, and its strength was even more matchless. It arrived after 

the mere blink of an eye, and with a dang sound, it stuck out a sharp claw and struck the bone blade. 

The blade was blasted apart, and with a fierce tear, a kacha sound rang out. The restricted individual’s 

small arm was separated from his body, and blood immediately poured out with a pu sound. 

Its speed almost reached an inconceivable level, moreover, it was extremely daring. In front of so many 

people, it directly pounced over, excessively quickly and violently. This creature was extremely cruel and 

formidable. 

The restricted individual was originally already extremely powerful, but with just a small bit of 

carelessness, it suffered such a great consequence. It did not anticipate that the other party would be so 

aggressive and daring, actually rushing into their group to unleash a slaughter. 



Everyone was shocked. Several of the restricted beside Huo Ling’er were shocked, angrily moving out 

together. 

However, the creature came and left like the wind. It directly broke through their encirclement, and 

while standing not far away, it stared at them with a deep and cold look. 

“All of you back off!” The little guy shouted and flew over. He felt as if the opposing party was mainly 

staring at him, as it felt that he was more threatening than the rest. 

The three-headed creature’s eyes were ice cold. It also rushed forward to fight in close combat. 

Peng 

The little guy used his flesh to exchange a firm blow with it. Symbols were like flames as they blazed, and 

as they quickly interweaved, this area rumbled, causing an expanse of smoke and dust to splash out. 

All the ancient trees collapsed, and a great black crack more than two-thirds of a meter was created. It 

was incomparably terrifying, and as boulders rushed high into the sky, everyone moved out of the way 

as they backed off. 

Hou... The creature shouted, and its voice was like thunder, shaking one’s ears until they rang with weng 

weng sounds. It was difficult to even stand properly. 

It began to fight fiercely in close range with the little guy. Symbols blossomed, and the area was filled 

with precious splendor. A demonic aura overflowed into the havens. 

The two individuals transformed into two small suns as they emitted a brilliant radiance. They 

continuously traded attacks with shocking precious methods. It submerged this area, making boulders 

that were over several tens of thousands jin roll about. One after another, they flew into the the sky 

before shattering soon after. 

“Too savage! What type of race is this? Why is it this powerful?!” The Sable was horrified. 

“I remember! This should be a bloodline of the spirit race. It possesses the king’s blood, and is extremely 

powerful,” the Nine-Headed Lion said. 

“Correct, it belongs to the spirit race, and is a descendant from the most powerful Archaic king 

bloodline.” Huo Ling’er nodded her head. Her large eyes emitted light. Spirit blood was extremely 

valuable, as it could assist one’s comprehension in the dao. 

When the little guy had just entered this small world, he killed a spirit race expert whose body was 

completely flickering with silver light. Using its spirit blood, he exchanged it with the fire nation princess 

for a purple heart. 

Everyone trembled with fear. This creature was definitely powerful, yet at the same time, it was 

definitely valuable. Using the spirit blood in its body, one’s essence will definitely become more pure. 

Pu 

The little guy’s fist smashed into that creature’s shoulder, and a bone fracturing sound rang out on the 

spot as blood splashed out. This was definitely a peak level genius from the spirit race, and it was 



powerful and terrifying. However, it still received a serious injury, and was not a match for this savage 

child. 

It turned around and immediately fled, only leaving behind afterimages. 

“Where are you going? Leave behind the spirit blood!” The little guy shouted before pursuing after it 

closely. n𝑂𝒱𝞮)𝑙𝔟-In 

Pu 

He firmly grabbed the spirit race king bloodline genius’ small arm and wanted to subdue it. However, he 

never would have thought that while struggling, the three-headed creature’s arm broke. Fresh blood 

gushed out, and it escaped as fast as it could. 

It abandoned an arm and entered the forest. Its fierceness and resoluteness could be seen, as its 

eyebrows didn’t even twitch. 

Upon seeing this, the little guy threw away that small arm and used everything to chase after it. This 

spirit race expert was very dangerous, and had to be treated with caution. He took out the broken 

sword and wanted to hack out with it. Suddenly, that spirit race expert suddenly jumped, entering the 

mist covered sacred land before disappearing. 

“It entered the Hundred Grass Land. Don’t use any symbols or precious artifacts, because they will 

become useless. There is a crazy domain there!” Huo Ling’er spoke. 

Everyone’s hearts trembled; this area was dangerous after all. They had just arrived, yet they already 

encountered such a powerful spirit race genius. 

“Elder Wu, are you alright?” Huo Ling’er showed her concern. 

One of the elders wrinkled his eyebrows. Fortunately, the lost arm was not destroyed and was seized by 

the little guy. Moreover, he even tore off that spirit race genius’ arm. 

“The young really need to be respected even if they are inexperienced...” The elder sighed. An expert 

from the younger generation geniuses even made him feel intimidated. He reconnected the broken arm, 

and after using some spirit medicine, there was no longer any problem, and would grow properly. 

“This region is extremely scary. We need to be careful, because those that rushed towards the Hundred 

Grass Land are all top-notch experts!” said the Rainbow Luan. 

In reality, it really was like this. All those who came to this area were powerful experts, and there were 

even some pure-blooded Archaic vicious beast young. 

“This arm’s spiritual nature is too powerful. It has the aura of spirit blood, and can be condensed out!” A 

restricted individual on the side revealed a shocked expression. That broken arm was emitting light, and 

as propitious vapors curled about, the dense smell of blood filled the air. 

Hou... 

Within the jungle, a ruthless roar rang out. There were terrifying creatures fiercely fighting it out, and 

many ancient trees were broken there. Mountain peaks crumbled, and the scene was terrifying. 



“Is this a confrontation of pure physical strength? It’s too terrifying! Even if they aren’t pure-blooded, 

they are still pretty close.” Everyone’s expressions changed. 

The little guy revealed a serious expression as he said, “You all leave first. Don’t get any closer to the 

Hundred Grass Land.” 

Upon entering the sacred land, symbols and precious artifacts became useless. It didn’t matter how high 

the restricted individual’s cultivation realm was. It was truly possible for Archaic vicious beast young to 

roam about here. 

Everyone nodded. This area was a land for power struggles among the physically powerful. Ordinary 

creatures had no way of entering. 

It was just like the Forbidden Heaven Bone Area, only that your accomplishments in symbols had to be 

extremely profound before you could meet a heavenly fate that would allow you to search for a heaven 

bone. Otherwise, those who entered would be twisted into pieces by the mysterious symbols. 

Huo Ling’er, Nine-Headed Lion, and the others were all decisive. They quickly left after letting the little 

guy know where they were going to meet up afterward. 

Wuwu... 

A devil bird’s cry rang out from the distance, and it almost sounded like they crying of a ghost. These 

were creatures indigenous to this small Archaic world, however, whenever these evil birds appeared, 

the land would inevitably bleed from tragedy. 

The little guy advanced and arrived at the front of the Hundred Grass Land. The land was flowing with 

brilliant lights and vibrant colors, and as he looked inside, he saw all types of vegetation. There was a 

rich and sweet aroma that assailed his nostrils. 

This place seems like a fantasy dreamland, and everything felt extremely unreal. Even if it was just 

ordinary grass and trees, after growing up here, they all became bright and resplendent as they emitted 

multicolored light. 

“According to legends, this sacred land was established by the saints, and this divine earth was scattered 

down by them. It seems like it wasn’t just a story,” said the little guy to himself. 

He began to step inside. As soon as he entered, he felt his body shudder, as if there was a type of 

pressure. This area had a strange force, as if the space itself was distorted. 

“What a terrifying domain!” However, he was confused. Why did this pressure not affect the 

vegetation? 

He walked forward step by step, and felt the pressure becoming greater and greater. In the end, it was 

as if he was carrying a mountain on his back as he moved forward, and the bones in his body were 

making ga beng ga beng sounds. 

The little guy took a deep breath. His body was sparkling, and his precious bones emitted light. Following 

that, everything was once again peaceful. His body completely stabilized, and each step carried a 

powerful strength. His speed became faster and faster as he walked towards the interior. 



This was still the outer perimeter, and the domain was not as terrifying. At the heart of this area was 

where it was the most deadly, and the Immortal Divine Spring was located precisely there. 

Chi 

In the distance, a shadow flashed before vanishing. The ground it stepped over emitted dong dong 

sounds. The aura was astonishing, and it caused the giant boulders it stepped on to crack apart. 

“Bifang!” 

The little guy was amazed. It was a green divine bird that was adorned with red stripes. Multicolored 

lights flickered about it, making it appear incomparably mystical. He saw it before, and quite a few 

people speculated that it was most likely a pure-blooded divine bird! 

Pu 

Suddenly, a purple vine wrapped around the little guy’s arm like a viper. Venomous stings appeared on 

its surface as it tried to pierce inside his body. 

This was a spirit medicine within the divine land. It unexpectedly gained intelligence, and developed 

spiritual wisdom; it launched a killing attack on its own. 

The little guy braced his arm and then used all his strength to tear it off. The purple vine shrieked, as if it 

was as if a malicious spirit was weeping and bawling; it was extremely terrifying. 

“Spare me, I won’t do it again...” It’s appearance was like a purple flood dragon. It was more than ten 

meters long, and its body was sparkling and full of spirituality as it took root within the seams of the 

rocks. 

The little guy was amazed. He tore it off his arm and threw it onto the ground before carefully observing 

it. 

Chi 

Suddenly, he felt a wind blow towards the back of his head. Another stalk from the purple vine shot out. 

It was like a purple battle spear as it pierced towards the back of his head. 

The little guy’s reaction was swift, grabbing it as soon as it closed in on his hair. This time, he did not say 

anything, and with a jolt from both his arms, it was directly ripped apart. 

Ah... The purple vine was howling in grief. Soon after, it was pulled up by the roots and completely torn 

apart. 

“Don’t kill me. That has nothing to do with me.” On the side, an old tree opened its mouth. It was 

slightly trembling. 

“It truly is strange... What kind of random mess was planted within this land?” The little guy was curious, 

because there were many plant creatures that could actually speak here. 

He continued to take steps forward. He casually kicked out, but it provoked a loud shout. It was a stone 

that was grimacing in pain as it cried out with ao ao sounds, “Savage child, I am just a rock, don’t eat 

me.” 



“Yi, even a boulder can open its mouth and speak. Could it be that you are a Guardian Spirit, and that 

there is precious blood stored within you?” The little guy’s eyes emitted light. He squatted down and 

lifted it up. 

“I don’t have any precious blood! It’s purely because I live in this divine garden and took advantage of 

the spiritual divine flower’s dust. As a result, i developed intelligence and the ability to speak.” The stone 

was terrified as it spoke. 

“Spiritual Flower, what kind of thing is that?” 

“It’s a type of sacred medicine. You should go search for it immediately, because a few pure-blooded 

creatures have already entered. If you are late, you might end up empty-handed.” The stone was scared, 

and was afraid of the little guy eating it. 

With a dong sound, the little guy struck it. Then, he carried it in his palm and quickly moved forward. 

“You are going to explain to me what goes on in this divine garden.” 

Chapter 154 - Medicine Field 

“Softly, I’m going to be squeezed to pieces. Don’t use so much strength... Everything that should be said 

I already said... I’m just an ordinary stupid rock that gained the ability to speak after being transformed 

by the Spiritual Flower! In the past, I was confused and ignorant, so I truly do not know the history of the 

divine garden.” 

The stone that was the size of a human head grimaced in pain. It cried out loudly, because it felt 

somewhat unsafe in the savage child’s hands, as if it would be broken into pieces at any time. 

“It’s just a single flower, how could It have such great and magical effects?” The little guy was doubtful. 

“Of course, It is a sacred medicine ah! It is rarely seen in this world, and every stalk of this earthen 

treasure possesses a world-shocking medicinal power. It is know as the Spiritual Divine Flower, and it 

naturally can transform any inanimate object and give it an elementary level spiritual knowledge. 

This rock truly had a mouth and a pair of eyes. It could also move about with kacha kacha sounds. 

Currently, it was frowning and worried, and wished for the little guy to let it go. 

“So it’s like that! I never thought that the sacred medicine would be so powerful. Exactly how many 

stalks of sacred medicines are there within this spirit medicine garden?” 

“How many stalks? For a true Archaic divine mountain to have a single stalk is already quite good. In that 

area, it is quite possible that a Taotie and other Archaic vicious beasts are occupying it, making it 

practically impossible for an ordinary person to get close. There aren’t any deities or devils guarding this 

area, and even if there is only a single stalk of sacred medicine, it would still be considered heaven 

defying. Of course, it might also be due to my lack of knowledge. After all, the garden is huge, and I’ve 

heard in the past that there truly was two or three stalks of sacred medicine. Only, it hasn’t appeared in 

so many years, and it might have escaped from this small world.” 

As long as this rock was questioned, it would always give an answer. Moreover, it would even say a 

bunch more, and was extremely cooperative. 



“From your words, it seems like the Spiritual Divine Flower is something that entered the spirit medicine 

fields later on?” The little guy was curious, and at the same time, he felt that this rock seemed to know 

about too many things. 

The stone said, “It’s more correct to say that it was later on born here. I heard that old tree say that the 

divine medicine was originally a stalk of rare precious medicine. After entering the Immortal Divine 

Spring, it received an enormous amount of essence. In the end, it broke through and transformed into a 

type of Spiritual Divine Flower, becoming the most precious sacred medicine.” 

The little guy widened his eyes on the spot. Using some force as he shook the rock, he said, “Tell me 

quickly, where is the Immortal Spring?” 

“Stop shaking... I’m going to break from all that shaking. The Immortal spring is right at the heart of the 

spirit medicine field. Go look for it alone, since I never been there before either way.” 

“Little rock, if you dare deceive me, I’ll take care of you when I come back.” The little guy played around 

with the stone in his hand and continuously used his strength, however, he noticed that even though it 

was crying out with wawa sounds, it was actually rather solid. 

“Who dares to peep at me?” The little guy quietly murmured, and without making a sound, he chucked 

the mischievous stone outwards. 

In the end, two ah ah sounds rang out simultaneously. One naturally came from the little stone, and the 

other came from a powerful genius. It was smashed in the forehead, causing blood to gush out. 

“When did I provoke you? Why did you attack me?!” It was a bizarre creature with a bird head and a 

human body. On its back was a pair of wings, and its entire body flickered with a purple light. It became 

furious, and a huge blister grew on top of its head. 

“Truly sturdy!” The little guy muttered. Of course, the one he was talking about was that stone. After 

smashing into that extremely powerful Archaic species’s body, it actually did not crack open. 

However, when that creature’s ears picked up those words, it became extremely upset. It felt as if he 

was ridiculing it, and immediately howled before rushing forward. 

It came from the Feather Race, and even though it was only part of a branched bloodline, it underwent a 

variation, surpassing the bloodline of the King Race. Its power was extremely great, and with a flap of its 

wings, it was as if lightning hacked over. 

“I’m not talking about you, I’m talking about how hard that stone is,” explained the little guy. 

“Less nonsense!” The Feather Race expert revealed its might. The birdman opened its mouth to release 

lightning, however, it forgot that this was the divine garden, and so nothing came out. 

With a honglong sound, it adapted quickly, and a wing hacked over. It was like a purple-colored heaven 

blade, and with a terrifying astral wind, it even hacked open the ground. 

Dang 

The little guy passively guarded, and his arms were guarding his body as he said, “I didn’t intentionally 

offend you.” 



How could the Feather Race expert believe him? It laughed coldly and said, “I’m hungry, so if you have 

any good intentions, just apologize with your flesh.” 

“This is acting against me forcefully, but why is it another humanoid?!” The little guy sighed. 

A battle erupted, and this time, he no longer held anything back. Palm and fingers were like wheels as 

they continuously attacked outwards. After ten moves, the sky was filled with the fluttering of purple 

feathers. 

The Feather Race expert shouted loudly, and its pair of feathers were completely bare. All of its feathers 

were plucked clean, revealing its naked body. It had an extremely sorry appearance. 

It turned around and ran. If this continued, all of its feathers really would be plucked clean, and it really 

was going to end up in a pot. It really did not want to be eaten by a human youth. 

“I’m letting you go this time.” The little guy was angry and regretful that he couldn’t eat it. 

The stone on the ground was quietly rolling, wanting to escape. In the end, it was directly stepped on by 

the little guy and picked up afterwards. “In my opinion, you seem rather durable. I can’t use any 

precious artifacts here, so I’ll borrow you for the time being.” 

“Nooooo!” The mischievous stone cried out miserably. 

This divine garden was extremely large, and it was flowing with light and color. At first, only a few 

scattered precious artifacts could be seen, but after entering the interior of the medicine field, things 

finally changed. n//O𝒱𝓮𝑙𝗯In 

“What a great fragrance!” 

Rich fragrance wafted over, and it was as if an ocean of spiritual essence appeared in front of him. It was 

extremely brilliant and dazzling as the radiance diffused. 

That was a true Archaic medicine field. Now, there was even spiritual things growing. No one knew how 

long many years passed, and many of them already died from age, turning into mud. Afterwards, their 

seeds would bud and new life would grow. 

Spiritual essence surged and turned into a huge sea. It was shocking, and even the human emperor’s 

medicine garden didn’t have this many precious medicines. Blazing radiance blossomed, and a dense 

mist rose as propitious vapors enveloped this area. 

“I feel so blessed, as if I arrived in a fairy tale world!” 

The little guy was truly stupefied. There were so many spirit medicines, one stalk after another. There 

was only about ten meters between them with bizarre grass emitting fragrance between them. 

You have to understand that a spiritual mountain can only grow a single stalk of spirit medicine. There 

were so many here, and the medicinal field was so large. There was a large expanse of ancient medicine, 

and they were sparkling and bright. There was a rich medicinal fragrance, making people infatuated. 

The little guy stepped forward and quickly rushed out. 



Suddenly, when he got closer, the domain’s divine might instantly increased by at least ten times. It 

made his entire body completely rigid, and the sound of joints cracking once again rang out. His body 

was resisting an extremely great pressure. 

If an ordinary expert came here, they would definitely explode. The space here was almost distorted, 

and had a strange and terrifying force circulating about. 

“So powerful! This must be preventing people from stepping on the medicine!” The little guy softly 

spoke. He was subjected to a tremendous pressure as he moved forward, but it was still not enough to 

stop him. 

Finally, he set foot into the medicinal garden. He was completely enchanted, and strands of spiritual 

essence formed clouds of multicolored light as they surged over. It was as if he had just entered a divine 

sea! 

The spiritual essence was too rich, as if it was about to condense into liquid form as it flowed about. The 

little guy took in deep breaths, swallowing the essence energy. Divine light poured out endlessly from 

his pores, and his body was bright, as if he was completely cast from divine gold. 

“Mine, mine, it’s all mine!” The little guy was so happy he tripped over himself. With so many spirit 

medicine, even if he ate one while throwing out two, it still wouldn’t matter. 

Following that, he then became anxious. Even though there was a stalk per meter, the amount was too 

shocking... How was he going to bring it all out with him? 

“It would be great if I could use the Heaven and Earth Pouch.” He was frowning and worried. There were 

so much spirit medicine, yet he couldn’t bring it out; in his mind, he truly believed that he would be 

struck by lightning. 

“I’ll eat, eat, eat it all!” This savage child would never waste anything, and directly pounced towards a 

scarlet orchid. 

With a hong sound, he was sent flying. His body shuddered, and his bones rang out with pipa sounds. If 

his body was not sufficiently powerful, then his bones would have fractured and his tendons would have 

snapped. 

“What happened?” He was shocked. After rubbing his arm, he felt a wave of pain. 

“Please don’t bring me any closer.” The small stone shouted miserably. 

When the little guy heard it, he directly threw it over. It landed beside the ancient medicine, and in the 

end, a circular ripple began to undulate, causing it to fly out. 

“Ao... Broken, I broke, save me!” It was bawling miserably, but in reality, it did not have a single crack 

like before. 

“So strange... This domain has spirit medicine growing, and is especially powerful. There should be a 

mysterious prohibiting formation, right? It guards the medicine fields, preventing people from picking 

any.” The little guy spoke to himself. 



He walked forward, and this time he was on his guard. After slowly reaching out with both hands, he 

tried to pluck out the scarlet orchid. 

A strange force appeared. It was the power of the domain, and it violently repelled. It blasted back his 

fingers, and it was definitely a powerful attack. It was comparable to that of the White Tiger and Great 

Peng’s fight. 

The little guy did not believe in demonic things, and used everything he could to get closer. He reached 

forward, and absolutely had to dig up that stalk of spirit medicine. 

Hong! 

He obtained it, but the spirit medicine was also broken. He was blasted into the air by an enormous 

divine might. Qi and blood rolled about, and a streak of blood flowed out from the corner of his lips. 

“What a powerful domain! This is a bit too bullying!” The little guy was extremely mad. 

The only fortunate thing was that the stalk of spirit medicine did not receive that much of the attack. 

Even though it was damaged, it could still be used. He rolled up his sleeves, and gathered all of the 

falling pieces before putting them in his mouth. 

“For each stalk of spirit medicine, one has to pay a streak of blood as the price. This really is infuriating.” 

The little guy was angry. 

Following that, he ate four stalks of spirit medicine in succession. In the end, blood flowed out of his 

mouth twice. Even though his physical body was strong, and after refining the spirit medicine, he would 

quickly recover, it was still extremely annoying. 

Even though there was such a huge medicinal garden around him, could it be that he had to depend on 

vomitting blood to pick them? 

“Even if it’s like this, I’ll still eat!” This savage child’s world did not have the word ‘wasting’ in his 

dictionary. He spat out blood four times, and ate nine stalks of precious medicine. 

He walked forward with the goal of finding the most valuable precious medicines. After seeing this 

garden that was full of spirit medicine emit all types of colors, the little guy was truly at a loss. Why 

couldn’t he just pluck them all? 

Suddenly, the smell of blood poured over. He became alert, and saw a corpse in the middle of the 

medicine. 

“It’s him!” It was precisely that Feather Race expert that fought with him not long ago. Moreover, only 

the top half of its body was left behind, the rest completely eaten by someone! 

“It’s only been such a short time, yet it was already eaten by someone?” He began to think deeply. This 

Feather Race expert was definitely not weak, yet it still ended up as someone’s lunch; in addition, it was 

eaten alive. 

After walking forward a bit more, there were four more remains in succession. The blood had already 

dried up, and it had already been one or two days since they died. When the fifth corpse appeared, it 



made him shiver in fear. It was actually that spirit race expert that fought with him before, and was the 

one that had its forearm torn off by him. 

“It also died. It was pretty powerful ah...” The little guy frowned. 

These things did not actually make him stop, but it made him increasingly alert. Step by step, he walked 

into the depths of the medicinal garden. If his suspicions were not wrong, then there was definitely an 

extremely terrifying individuals up ahead. 

“Don’t go forward anymore, we are about to meet pure-blooded creatures...” That stone reminded with 

a sullen expression. 

After walking forward a certain distance, the little guy’s eyes lit up, because he saw a few creatures up 

ahead. There were seven or eight that were picking the medicine while continuously coughing out 

blood. 

Meanwhile, there were also more than ten corpses on the ground. It was obvious that they could not 

bear that type of domain any longer, and already died. 

“You... Quickly come and pick medicine!” A shouting voice could be heard. The loud voice was shouted 

towards the little guy. 

This was a humanoid creature, and its entire body was full of golden hair about a third of a meter in 

length. It was dazzling, and it also had a pair of flood dragon horns on its head. They were also golden as 

they flickered with divine radiance. 

“Golden beast?” The little guy was shocked. These types of creatures could only be seen within Archaic 

divine mountains, and was a servant of the pure-blooded vicious beasts. 

Even though it was a servant, they were still far more powerful than ordinary vicious beasts. They were 

close to half-blooded divine beasts. Because Archaic devil birds and vicious beasts bestowed them their 

terrifying bloodlines, they possessed an immeasurable amount of magical power. 

Using this Golden Beast as an example, its reputation was not fake. It was extremely powerful, and was 

like a golden sun as it emitted light. It was dazzling, and a fiendish aura overflowed the heavens. As it 

stood there, it made people feel a sense of fear. 

The little guy revealed a strange expression and said, “Are you guys cooperating to pick medicine?” 

“We are picking it all for my lord! Hurry up and go!” The golden beast’s two eyes were like golden lamps. 

Its voice was heavy as it shouted at him. 

“Huh? It’s all for someone else? Then I don’t need to worry anymore. Hand over all the medicine now.” 

The little guy extended his hand, indicating that he wanted the medicine from the Golden Beast. 

“What did you say?” It immediately howed, and like thunder, it even shook the heavens and earth. 

At the same time, another cold voice also rang out. “Who wishes to seize my spirit medicine?” 

The soft voice was not high, but it shook everyone’s ears until they began to ache. There was a terrifying 

penetrative force, and it was clear that this was a powerful and terrifying creature. 



“Me!” the little guy answered. 

He looked towards the depths of the medicinal field. Golden sacred light permeated the area there, and 

like golden waves charging towards the sky it enveloped that area. 

“Immortal Spring!” The little guy was shocked. 

There was a spring there, and it was only about three square meters. It emitted golden colored 

fluctuations, and was absolutely dazzling. Blazing multicolored light was like water as it submerged this 

world. There were a few creatures that gathered together there, and as they approached, they wanted 

to get some of the divine spring’s fluid. 

Chapter 155 - Divine Striking Stone 

The light rays blazed extremely brilliantly. The one zhang[1] pool was as bright and resplendent as a 

golden sun. Illustrious multicolored light shone boundlessly within the skies, and everything shone with 

a golden color. 

Within the group of creatures, there were humanoid, bird, and beast species. They were all trying their 

best to move forward in an effort to get closer to the immortal spring. The golden ripples within the 

pond overflowed into the heavens. It was extremely gorgeous, and as a result, only their silhouettes 

could be seen. 

The little guy squinted his eyes and revealed a happy expression. In the end, he did not arrive too late, 

and those creatures did not obtain it yet. 

Because the region near the divine reservoir was where the domain was the most terrifying, the few 

powerful creatures had no way of getting close quickly. They were all a few zhang away. 

He played around with the mischievous stone in his hands and aimed at those individuals. He really 

wanted to chuck it at them and send them flying. 

“Save me! Don’t be like this! If I fall in there, I will immediately explode!” The stone cried out with ao ao 

sounds. It was truly frightened. 

“Human, do you know who you are talking to? What are you waiting for? Get over here and pick 

medicine to make up for your foolishness, or else you will bring a huge calamity to yourself!” roared the 

Golden Beast. 

It was a zhang in height, and golden hair densely covered its body. It was as if a lump of golden flame 

was raging, and even its pupils were golden as they shot out two strands of penetrating light. 

The little guy glanced at it sideways, and then he looked at the few figures beside the pond. He found a 

large limestone and sat down. Propping up his chin, he began to observe carefully, as if he was not going 

to get involved at all. 

However, its two large eyes were extremely quick-witted, almost as if they had a deceitful look in them. 

From time to time, he would also laugh a few times. He made a plan, and was prepared to ‘collect tax’ 

here. 



“Human youth, are you looking for ways to die? Did you hear what I said?!” The Golden Beast roared, 

and its pupils shot out two strands of golden flames. 

“So noisy!” The little guy suddenly moved fiercely, throwing that mischievous stone out. 

Ah! 

Hou... 

A miserable cry and a shout sounded at the same time. The playful stone was shouting in pain, and the 

Golden Beast’s eye was flowing with blood. The corner of its brow was torn apart, and blood flowed 

outwards. It was stamping with fury. 

It was a divine servant, and came from the Archaic divine mountain. Their status and identities were 

extremely high, and after exiting this world, all types of large and powerful clans would pay their 

respects. Right now, a mere human youth actually injured its head; it truly made people feel as if it was 

absurd. 

The most unforgivable part was that this stone was too hard. After being struck, he started to bleed 

endlessly, messing with its vision. 

The little guy was quite shocked. This stone was not normal after all, and he suspected that there was 

something eccentric about it. It really was too solid, even injuring the Golden Beast after smashing into 

its head. 

Ao ah.... 

As the mischievous stone tumbled on the ground, it bawled incessantly while using all of its strength to 

express its pain. 

When the Golden Beast saw this, it truly was angered beyond belief. Being struck by a human youth was 

fine, but this dumb rock actually didn’t shatter, and was still rolling about here! Was he trying to ridicule 

it? 

It extended out a big foot, and directly trampled down. 

“Save me!” The mischievous rock cried out miserably. The rolling chunk directly once again arrived 

beside the little guy. 

“You are even sturdier than many powerful precious artifacts, truly not bad.” The little guy’s eyes 

revealed a strange light. 

“You are asking for death!” The Golden Beast pounced over. The golden hair that was a third of a meter 

long flickered with brilliant radiance as it charged over with extremely speed. 

Weng 

The little guy once again moved his arm, fiercely chucking the stone out. With a dong sound, the Golden 

Beast’s chin became a bit crooked. A long streak of blood flowed out, and an ear-splitting howl rang out. 

It was naturally the mischievous stone that was bawling. However, it was full of energy as it rolled and 

shouted, “Hurts too much, like I’m going to die!” 



“Shi-!” The Golden Beast almost released a whole string of curses, but it covered its mouth. It felt an 

unbearable pain, yet it did not yell as loud as the stone that was like a pig being slaughtered. 

What the hardest thing to take in was that even though it was bleeding profusely, the stone did not 

have the slightest crack on it. It was still in excellent shape, yet it was shouting so fiercely. The Golden 

Beast’s seven apertures were all emitting white smoke from anger. 

The little guy scratched his head. He was quite happy and rather narcissistic. “My hand is becoming 

more and more accurate, hitting with almost unfailing accuracy!” 

“F*ck that stone!” The Golden Beast roared in anger. Its hatred towards that mischievous stone soared, 

and its enmity towards the stone was about to be on the same level as the little guy. 

“Save me!” 

The stone rolled, quickly fleeing. 

This time, it learned from experience and rushed towards another direction. It wanted to escape, but 

the little guy was already prepared. Leaving behind an afterimage, he rushed out, grabbing it in one go. 

Following that, with a dong sound, it was thrown out a third time. This time, it firmly struck the bridge of 

the Golden Beast’s nose. A kacha sound could clearly be heard, and after that, the mischievous stone 

howled in grief, rolling while sticking close to the ground. 

“I’m broken, I’m broken... I’m going to die from pain, it hurts too much!” 

The mischievous stone was howling out, as if it was suffering the pain of being hacked into eight pieces. 

The Golden Beast held its nose while tears and mucus flew about. It really was painful and difficult to 

bear, and everything in front of its sight was turning black. After carefully rubbing the bridge of its 

nosem it immediately erupted in rage. 

“Damn stone!” 

It was almost angered to death. That stupid stone wasn’t even close to shattering, and there wasn’t 

even a single crack on it. It was completely unaffected like before, and the Golden Beast was the one 

that had its nose broken. 

The Golden Beast was half kicking the annoying stone, and have charging towards the little guy. It truly 

had enough, because it received heavy injuries before the real fight even started. This was an 

extraordinary shame and humiliation. 

The divine servant was extremely powerful, and the Golden Beast in particular had an immeasurable 

magical power: the Archaic divine mountain’s inheritance. As long as it grew into adulthood and 

appeared on the great earth, it would be absolutely invincible! 

However, it could not use any precious techniques here, and could only depend on its own power as a 

half-blooded divine beast. 

“Something’s fishy. That stone is not ordinary. Every strike hits the mark, moreover it is so sturdy, as if 

it’s the legendary Divine Striking Stone!” 



One of the creatures near the Immortal Spring spoke out. 

“Since ancient times, there were only a few Divine Striking Stones in existence. They have all been 

collected away by great Archaic beings and refined into valuable treasures. How could there still be 

more?” There were also other creatures that began to doubt. 

The mischievous stone wailed with anguish. Faced against that golden bigfoot thing, it quickly dodged 

and headed towards a burrow to escape. 

“Don’t be scared, it can’t do anything to you. I’ll help you vent your anger!” The little guy reached out 

and with a peng sound, he once again caught it. 

This time, he personally held the mischievous rock in his hands, and using it like a brick, he charged 

towards the Golden Beast. WIth a random smash, he smashed down ferociously. 

He began to fight a great battle with the divine servant. It was extremely fierce, causing smoke and dust 

to erupt in all directions. The medicinal field began to crack, and even a few spirit medicine were caught 

up in the fight. Fortunately, the domain was astonishing, and it was difficult for them to truly destroy the 

medicinal garden. 

The Golden Beast was extremely powerful, and precious methods was where it excelled; however, they 

couldn’t be used here. Even though it was still extremely powerful like before, compared to the little 

guy, it still fell a bit short. After all, it was only a half-blooded divine beast, and the latter was 

comparable to a heavenly ranked vicious beast young. In this region where they had to depend purely 

on physical power, it was definitely going to be suppressed by the little guy. 

Ah... 

Aohou... 

Miserable shrieks and angry roars rose and fell in succession, and their fight created too much noise and 

activity. The mischievous stone in the little guy’s hand sounded like its heart was tearing and its lungs 

were cracking apart. It was shouting in pain as if it was a chicken or duck being slaughtered, but in 

reality, it was the Golden Beast’s mouth and nose that was spewing out blood. 

Truthfully, the Golden Beast’s hatred towards that stone was already about to surpass that for the little 

guy. This was simply undisguised ridicule! It was smashed until even its molars flew out and blood 

splashed onto the ground. That rotten stone wasn’t even affected in the slightest, yet it endlessly 

howled; wasn’t this simply mockery?! 

After ten exchanges, the Golden Beast was directly smashed down by the little guy. Many of its bones 

were broken, and among them, its nose, mouth, and forehead was in the most sorry state, almost being 

deformed. 

“It’s over, over! I’ve been crippled!” The annoying stone shouted. 

This moment was exactly when the Golden Beast was smashed down by the stone in the little guy’s 

hand. After hearing these words, it immediately became so angry that it began to emit white smoke, 

fainting on the spot. 

“Stop yelling, you made it faint.” The little guy shook the mischievous stone. 



“You were the one that smashed it, hurting me so much, aiyou...” Its voice quieted down before staring 

at the Golden Beast below. 

The little guy truly felt that something was strange. This stone was truly odd after all, and it was 

extremely easy to use as a weapon. Every strike hit its mark, not failing a single time. 

Most of the creatures beside the spring were apathetic towards the Golden Beast’s defeat, and didn’t 

want anything to do with them. 

Only one of the creature’s voice was cold as it said, “Are you trying to provoke me?” 

Golden light burned magnificently around the Immortal Spring, filling the air and submerging the area 

with multicolored splendor. The several creatures there were all blurry, and only their outlines could be 

seen. 

This creature was naturally like this, and it was an extremely terrifying humanoid creature with purple 

hair fluttering behind it. It was quite clear that this was the pure-blooded vicious beast, because it could 

be inferred from the servants around it. 

“Provoke? I never do that kind of thing. If there’s a need to take action, then I’ll just make my move.” 

The little guy spoke without the least bit of concern before asking seriously, “What kind of creature are 

you really?” 

He knew that pure-blooded vicious beasts could transform into humanoid forms even in their youth. 

They had remarkable skill, and it was likely that this was not its true body. 

“You are not worthy of knowing!” It stood within the golden light with an expressionless face. 

“You are female?” The little guy was curious, because from its voice, he could hear that this was a 

female who wasn’t that old. Its voice was a bit cold, but it was quite pleasant to listen to. 

Ahpu! 

The few creatures that were picking medicine almost coughed out blood. This human youth was too 

intrepid, actually daring to say things like this! There was no one more clear than them on how terrifying 

that creature was. Their group went up together against it, but all lost in the end. A few died, and they 

all became a part of the Golden Beast’s meal. 

“Human, you made me angry. After obtaining the Immortal Spring in a bit, I will kill you!” That purple 

haired female had her back towards him. Her figure was elegant, and she was extraordinarily beautiful. 

The little guy scratched his head and said, “I want to make a divine beast yield, so what is your true 

form? It’ll suck if you ended up ugly after I made you yield. I like horned dragons, Nine-Headed Lions, 

and creatures like that. Sitting on top of creatures like that makes you feel impressive.” 

He had a sincere and down to earth look, and his eyes were full of longing. 

The few creatures that were picking medicine were scared stiff. Exactly what kind of background did this 

youth have? He really did dare to say anything; could it be that he wanted to go against the heavens? 



That purple haired girl had her back towards him, and her body was slightly trembling. She resisted her 

impulse, and did not actually turn around. The domain here was extremely terrifying, and so reaching 

where she stood was already quite difficult; she couldn’t move about randomly. 

The other creatures were indifferent. Regardless of whether it was humanoids or divine birds etc, they 

were all calm and composed. Currently, they all had their eyes on the golden spring before them. 

The little guy kicked the Golden Beast as said, “Wake up, time to scoop up medicine.” 

The golden beast woke up and was about to erupt with rage. However, only a stone was waiting for it, 

smashing it until it saw stars, almost making it faint. 

The little guy stepped on its body as he walked over and made a move himself. He picked up a beast 

pouch and after looking inside, he saw a total of twenty to thirty stalks of precious medicine. Among 

them, there were six or seven that were in excellent condition, and it was obvious that they were dug up 

outside. The ones that were picked from the medicine field were all broken and in pieces. 

“Too great, it truly is a great harvest.” 

The little guy’s large eyes were curved like crescent moons, and was as happy as happy could be. While 

sitting on that large limestone, he propped up his chin and began to stare at the individuals near the 

golden spring. n//O𝒱𝓮𝑙𝗯In 

This child knew from experience the benefits of reaping without sowing, and it felt especially good when 

it was taken from his enemies. He had his eyes on that purple haired girl, and felt that the best time to 

strike would be after she obtained the Immortal Spring. 

3.3 meters 

Chapter 156 - Immortal Spring 

The little guy sat comfortably on the limestone, resting his chin in his hands while watching the few 

creatures approach the Immortal Spring. He wasn’t anxious at all, and was waiting calmly for them to 

gain something. 

At the front of the medicinal field, a few Archaic descendants were earnestly harvesting the medicine. 

Every time they plucked a stalk out, they would cough several mouthfuls of blood as a result of their 

bodies suffering from heavy damage. 

“Aren’t you guys tired? You all are already coughing out blood to this extent, yet are still harvesting the 

medicine, not scared that you might die?” The little guy blinked in curiosity as he inquired. 

The few creatures revealed ugly expressions that were worse than crying. Did he really believe that they 

wanted to do this? This was only happening because they were being forced to by that divine servant. 

Everyone had to harvest above ten stalks of spiritual medicine before they were allowed freedom. 

The little guy appeared to know what they were thinking about and said, “Don’t be scared, this Golden 

Beast has been taken care of by me, you can all leave.” 



A creature amongst them stammered before speaking softly, “It’s owner is a pure-blooded divine beast. 

We have already promised to harvest ten stalks of spiritual medicine. If we escape like this, it will be 

disastrous once we get caught.” 

“You are talking about her? Don’t worry about it. What’s hers is mine, so just hand me all the spiritual 

medicine you harvested. I’ll ensure your safety.” The little guy waved his hands, making this look like a 

small matter. 

At the banks of the Immortal Spring, those few terrifying creatures were getting closer to the pond little 

by little. They were all focused, because they were withstanding too much pressure. The domain here 

was too frightening, their bodies were in intense pain, and it felt as if they were going to split open. 

That purple haired girl had her back towards them, and her body trembled again. That human youth at 

the back was acting on his own initiative by dividing her medicine, making her absolutely furious. 

However she had already walked this far, and was about reach the Immortal Spring. If she were to give 

up here and retreat now, it would really be a waste of all her previous efforts. 

“Human, you have succeeded in angering me!” The purple haired girl’s tone was freezing cold. Although 

the voice was pleasant to listen to, it was full of killing intent. 

The little guy looked around, and in the end, he picked up a giant rock that was several hundred jin 

before chucking it forward. Its target was the back of the girl, and its speed was as fast as lightning. 

Hong! 

However, as soon as the giant rock was thrown, it was immediately smashed to pieces by the powerful 

domain. It failed to hit its target, and immediately turned into powder. 

Although this action did not harm that girl, it still caused her hair to flutter. She nearly turned around, 

because no one had ever been so disrespectful to her. 

“Not sturdy at all.” The little guy shook his head before evaluating the mischievous stone in his hand. 

“Should I use you to try? I feel like you should be able to hit the target” 

“Don’t ah, I will break into pieces if i enter.” The mysterious stone squealed with a voice that was higher 

than a piglet undergoing a butcher’s knife as it struggled with all its might. 

The little guy hesitated for a moment, before deciding not to attack in the end. The main reason was 

that he was scared of disturbing the girl from obtaining the water, because he still wanted to get some 

from her. 

The golden spring was resplendent, and the light it emitted enveloped and shrouded this area. A few 

powerful creatures were doing everything they could to move forward bit by bit, slowly getting closer. 

The mood here was keyed up, and it gradually grew thicker and thicker. The reason was because 

everyone knew that the crucial moment was coming; the time to fight for control over the divine spring 

was quickly approaching. 

“You idiots, why aren’t you leaving yet?” The little guy pursed his lips, and no longer paying attention to 

the few Archaic descendants. However, he squatted down and looked at the yellow Golden Beast with 

interest. 



“Did you come from the Archaic Divine Mountain?” He questioned curiously. 

“Correct. Human, you are truly naive, and dare to even humiliate. You will bring about the wrath of the 

Deities. If you release me and apologize earnestly, there’s a chance that I will forgive you,” spoke the 

Golden Beast without much confidence. 

“What do I need your forgiveness for?” The little guy held the stone in his hand and smacked it down 

with a paji sound. It began to see stars, becoming dizzy. 

“You... What do you want?” The Golden Beast raged. 

“To rob you. Hand over everything you brought from the Archaic Divine Mountain!” The little guy was 

excited, because that was the place where Archaic divine birds and vicious beasts occupied, so the 

goods produced there would definitely be impressive. 

“Nothing, only my life!” The Golden Beast went straight to the point. 

“Do you truly believe that I won’t deal with you?” The little guy glared at it, and began to act himself. He 

searched its body, but did not find anything at all. 

“Speak, where did you put all the treasures? Oh, I know, you must have kept it in the Heavenly Passage 

you opened.” 

The little guy was happy. Treasures could be kept inside the Heavenly Passage and be nourished. It 

wasn’t that there wasn’t anything good on this Golden Beast, just that the items were too good and did 

not have to be placed outside. 

Soon after, however, he scratched his head. He couldn’t use any of his items here, and couldn’t use any 

symbols. Naturally, he wouldn’t be able to break open the Heavenly Passage unless he killed the Golden 

Beast directly. 

“This horn of yours is not bad, and shines with brilliant golden light. It can even be used to imitate a 

dragon’s horn.” The little guy’s eyes shone with light, using force to break off its golden horn. 

“Indeed, this is a treasure! The horn of a divine beast has spiritual properties. After grinding IT into 

powder, it can be use as medicine, and can be considered a rare medicinAL primer,” The mischievous 

stone spoke. 

“I was thinking of eating chicken stewed with mushroom, and was just lacking a medicine primer like 

this.” The little guy grabbed the stone and smashed it towards the head of the Golden Beast. 

“Ah....” 

Naturally, two miserable cries echoed throughout, as if it was a slaughterhouse. The cry of the stone 

unexpectedly overpowered the scream of the divine servant. This caused the Golden Beast to be 

absolutely resentful while it experienced intense pain at the same time. 

Kacha 

Two of the horns were smashed apart, shining with golden light. They dropped onto the surface of the 

limestone with a sonorous metal ringing noise. 



“What a great treasure.” The little guy was delighted, feeling a rich spiritual energy from it. 

“I’m going to fight you to the death!” The Golden Beast howled in rage. This was really the unluckiest 

day of his life. How did it end up meeting such an abnormal and strange youth? Could he even be 

considered human? 

Those Archaic Descendants who were harvesting spiritual medicine also began to whisper amongst 

themselves. They were starting to feel that this was a pure-blooded savage beast, only that it 

transformed into a human form. 

“Fight what fight? I hate fighting and killing the most!” The little guy slammed a rock on its head, causing 

it to faint. He didn’t want hear its clamoring anymore. 

“If not for the fact that I want to subdue your owner and her back to watch the village, I would have 

plucked you clean by now and left you for Big Red to cook.” The little guy muttered to himself. 

“Everyone here have seen it right? This human youth is plotting something against us. If we successfully 

acquire the Immortal Spring, he will definitely ambush us. After advancing forward without stopping, 

our bodies will definitely have suffered some serious damage. When the moment arrives, he might 

really benefit from us.” The purple haired girl opened her mouth. Her voice was as beautiful as heavenly 

music. Her figure was gentle yet beautiful, graceful and elegant. The fluttering of her purple clothing 

made her look like an angel who had descended to earth, but was about to fly away. 

“Hey, you can’t frame me like this!” Shi Hao shouted. 

“Why don’t we get rid of him first. Clear the area first before competing fairly.” Another creature 

suggested. 

Everyone nodded in agreement, feeling that this human youth was quite strong. If they allowed him 

preserve his strength outside, it might really pose a threat later. n//O𝒱𝓮𝑙𝗯In 

“Sigh, you guys are bullies. Forget it, I’ll compete fairly with you all. I originally wanted to test how 

strong this domain was anyway.” The little guy sighed. 

He knew that these creatures wouldn’t come out easily. After all, they had already entered such a huge 

distance; retreating like this would be a waste of all their former efforts. 

This was merely to force him to act. If he continued to wait like this as if he was waiting to profit off of 

their fighting, then those creatures would eventually cooperate to remove him first. 

The little guy bore the beast skin sack on his back and walked inside. 

Sure enough, those creatures didn’t speak again. As long as nothing truly threatened them, they would 

naturally hold their silence. 

The little guy entered the fray. Looking around his surroundings, he made sure to keep some distance 

between himself and every other creature. He wanted to prevent the arisal of any conflict from the very 

beginning, and began to walk forward step by step. 

The domain here was indeed very strong. No wonder those creatures walked really slowly, advancing 

only a small distance in the span of half a day as if there were mountains pressing on their backs. 



The ground was sticky. The little guy lowered his head only to find that under the golden light, there 

were quite a few bits of broken bones and flesh. This caused him to be alert, as a few strong creatures 

had already unexpectedly exploded into pieces here. 

The little guy’s bones started to creak, because he was bearing a huge pressure. However, his footsteps 

were firm, forever moving forward without stopping. On this road, he already found eight corpses that 

only exploded recently. 

“What a terrifying domain!” 

Finally, he stepped into an even more dreadful domain. His body started to sway, and his speed was not 

as fast anymore; he was only able to progress gradually. 

So far, it was already proven that the creatures still alive were equally powerful. Even if they weren’t 

pure-blooded divine or savage beasts, they were still definitely worth paying special attention to. 

The deeper one went inside, the brighter the light blazed. It was as if he was facing a sun that had 

transformed from an Archaic Golden Crow, and it was so bright that one couldn’t even open their eyes. 

The creatures were no longer that far from each other, but it was also harder to see each other’s true 

bodies. 

This place was obscure and indistinct. The golden ripples reached the sky, shrouding the entire place. 

Everyone seemed to be enveloped and surrounded by a golden ball of flame, dazzling extremely 

brightly. 

Time elapsed little by little, and an entire day and night had passed. The little guy was close to the 

golden spring and was standing beside the other people. 

The pool was filled with golden symbols, and it was shaking and vibrating with a terrible fluctuation akin 

to the rise and fall of a patch of golden waves. There was majestic and boundless aura welcoming them. 

Pu! 

A line of blood appeared on the forehead of a person amongst them. Following which, more cracks 

started to show on his body, and with a kacha sound, even more bones broke. This person did not say 

anything and retreated rapidly. He apparently couldn’t withstand the pressure anymore. 

However, there was an even faster figure. This was a divine bird, and its eyes were sharp. It suddenly 

exploded into action, directly attacking with murderous intent towards the person. 

With a kacha sound, it grabbed out, grasping that individual’s arm firmly. It locked the person in before 

bringing it back again. 

Ah... That person shouted loudly, and blood spurted out from its entire body. Under the pressure of the 

domain, the bones broke, and the whole body was in intense pain before breaking apart into many 

pieces. 

Pu 

That divine bird reached out with a claw and snatched the heart away. It then opened its mouth, 

swallowing it whole to replenish its energy, 



“Evolving to this stage can be considered rare already. Bloodline really isn’t the only criterion in 

determining whether you are strong or not,” muttered the divine bird. 

The little guy shivered, this place sure was cruel. Such a strong creature died just like that, and its heart 

was even eaten. 

Half a day later, the few living creatures were making progress with great difficulty. They were finally 

closing in on the Immortal Spring; however, none of them dared to move rashly. 

It was pool of about ten square feet. There was a dense steam rising, making it difficult to see the liquid 

inside. Only strong waves of life energy could be felt, causing people to feel as if they were about to 

ascend to heaven. 

The little guy stayed at the back, not moving to the front. He was afraid that these people might join 

hands and act against him together. 

Someone kicked a rock into the Immortal Spring. There was no sound of splashing water, but there were 

golden ripples that clashed like a storm, causing every creature to become apprehensive. 

They were able to determine the strength of the domain, and felt that it was possible for them to 

retrieve the water and acquire the Immortal Spring! 

Qiang! 

Suddenly, a sharp ray of blade light flew across. Someone had attacked, slicing towards the people 

beside him. This was not just acquire the divine spring, but also to take the opportunity to kill a divine 

blooded creature for its blood and flesh as precious medicine. 

Peng! 

Someone struck towards the little guy. It was a black sharp claw that was sturdier than steel, and it 

resounded with an ear-splitting noise as it struck towards him. 

On the banks of the Immortal Spring, it was absolute chaos. The strongest creatures started to act, 

engaging in battle. 

“Just in time! Pure blooded savage beasts and divine creatures, I will make you yield to me!” The little 

guy shouted. 

Chapter 157 - All Mine 

Dang! 

Sparks flew in all directions. The little guy collided together with that creature’s black claws, creating a 

thunder-like noise. The earth beneath their feet cracked, and it was incomparably violent and fierce, as 

if two volcanoes collided with each other. 

The creature’s pupils were ice-cold, and did not utter a single word. It was entirely focused on the little 

guy as it carried out its murderous attacks. Its speed was simply too fast, resembling a streak of 

lightning. Moreover, it was possessed extraordinary strength, making it absolutely terrifying. 

Hong 



An exploding sound rang out in the air. The creature’s tail swayed. It was a black-colored flood dragon 

tail with thick scales, as if it was forged out of liquid metal. The tail had a metallic texture as it flickered 

with an ice cold light, hacking towards Shi Hao’s head. 

This kind of exploding sound was extremely ear-piercing. One could see just how great its speed and 

power was. Even if it was a mountain that was targeted, it would still be smashed to pieces. 

The little guy quickly retreated backwards, and his body seemed to almost be lying on the ground. That 

scaled tail swept right above his forehead. A lock of hair was immediately cut off before turning into fine 

powder. 

He jumped up and pounced towards that creature’s back. His two palms were sparkling as they sliced 

towards the middle of its back. It created a sharp wuwu sound, as if a divine weapon sliced across air. 

The creature was extremely calm. It suddenly turned around, and the vertical eye on its forehead 

emitted light. Even though it couldn’t use any precious methods, it could still make one’s mind feel 

unstable, as if their souls were about to be hacked into pieces. At the same time, its pair of black-

colored claws once against stretched out. Dark light danced about, crossing swords with the little guy. 

Sounds of metallic objects colliding continuously rang out. The two individual’s palms and fingers 

emitted light, and both of them were dazzling. This was a reflection of their powerful peak level flesh, 

and both of them had the power to break apart precious artifacts with their bare hands; this was an 

incomparably powerful battle. 

They fought at close range. Even though they were still submerged within the golden light, they could 

clearly see each other, making the little guys extremely shocked. This was a bizarre creature that had a 

human face, but instead of the normal two eyes, it only had a single vertical eye on its forehead; it was 

extremely weird. 

Moreover, it had the body of a scaled leopard. The leopard body was slender and sturdy with black-

colored scales covering it densely, carrying a truly shocking strength. Behind its body, there was a 

powerful flood dragon tail. It could annihilate everything by itself, and with a flicker of dark light, even 

mountains could be smashed into pieces. 

“Zhujian!” The little guy finally remembered what type of creature it was. It truly was an Archaic vicious 

beast’s young after all, moreover being a species that was extremely difficult to deal with. 

Zhujian; human face, leopard body, ox ears, and a single eye. Long-tailed and powerful. 

It was particularly terrifying because of its extraordinary strength. It could move mountains and overturn 

seas, and was worthy of its great Archaic reputation. In addition, it could release a huge roar that could 

kill. 

This was definitely a pure-blooded Zhujian. It possessed a shockingly great strength, and was fiercely 

fighting it out with Shi Hao. Their attacks battered the land until it cracked, causing the great earth to 

shake with rumbling sounds. 

You have to understand that there was an Archaic restriction here. The domain covered the area 

densely, and could easily tear through an intruder, making it so that only a few people could break into 

the divine garden’s mountains and forests. 



The little guy fought a huge battle with it, and his eyes were clear and bright. He was extremely focused, 

and did not have the slightest bit of contempt in his heart. This was because this was the first time he 

fought a life-threatening battle with an Archaic vicious beast youth. 

The Zhujian was even more shaken, feeling far more shock than Shi Hao. 

It was a pure-blooded vicious beast, and was super strong even within his own race. However, currently, 

it could not immediately kill a human youth, and actually received an attack. 

It’s worth mentioning that it already reached the ten thousand extreme realm while in the Blood 

Transformation stage. It naturally became stronger and more powerful, and its flesh reached an 

inconceivable level. 

It felt that in the future, its flesh could reach a Saint level, so how could it possibly have known that right 

after exiting the Archaic divine mountain, it would immediately meet this type of human youth? It was 

actually not able to take care of him. 

The little guy fiercely contested it, and he was extremely angry as well. He had his cheeks swelled, and 

his large eyes were widened; he felt that this strange creature was truly hard to strike. 

“Why won’t you fall after two or three strikes? Why are you so strong?!” 

After hearing his words, the Zhujian’s eyes revealed a completely ominous look before going completely 

berserk. Originally, it already felt rather stifled and wronged, but now, it was even more unbearable. 

After exchanging ten or so blows, the little guy took out the mischievous stone from a beast skin pouch 

and directly smashed out. 

With a dang sound, sparks splashed out everywhere. The Zhujian roared in rage, and unexpectedly 

couldn’t avoid it. It was struck by the mischievous stone right in the forehead, almost colliding with its 

only eye. 

The other creatures were all startled, and they were even more certain that this was the Divine Striking 

Stone. One shot, one hit; it was simply impossible to avoid. 

“Please, don’t hit anymore... What am I being smashed against? I’m about to die from pain!” The 

mischievous stone was howling in grief. 

Dang 

The little guy held it in his hands, immediately beginning to smash down continuously. Even though the 

Zhujian was using everything it could to contend against it, it still felt its arm becoming sore and numb. 

Its claws were in intense pain, because that was a sacred object that could be refined by an Archaic 

might into a most valuable treasure. 

After attacking for a long time without any success, the little guy loudly shouted and used his arms to 

grab the Zhujian, fighting it out at close quarters. 

The Zhujian was angry. Its race was known as the Powerful Divine Kings, and during the Archaic years, 

they would call the wind and summon the rain, sweeping everything before them. However now, there 

was actually a human who wanted to make it yield with brute force! 



Hou... It opened its mouth to roar, and its voice was loud like a divine clock. It shook the area until it 

began to ring with weng weng sounds. The other creatures really wanted to cover their ears, because 

they were starting to feel extremely uncomfortable. 

The little guy was affected the most, and directly coughed out a mouthful of blood. His entire body 

began to violently tremble, almost splitting apart. 

Other than possessing extraordinary strength, the Zhujian’s voice was also loud like thunder. It would 

make shake others to death, and was truly terrifying. 

“You are making me angry!” The little guy flipped out. His cheeks swelled, and his two hands became 

pinwheels. They danced about continuously, and all of them slapped down on the Zhujian’s body. 

Because the two were tangled together, it was impossible for them to avoid these various attacks. 

The Zhujian did everything it could to fight back, and a fierce struggle broke out between them. 

Earsplitting sounds erupted, as if two mountains had collided together. 

Hong! 

The little guy’s palms were too powerful, striking one of the Zhujian’s claws until it started to spasm and 

its chest began to move up and down. It spat out blood from its mouth. 

Pu 

At the same time, the little guy’s palms and fingers dropped with the intention of breaking off one of its 

arms. In the end, it did not twist apart its bone, but it did tear off a chunk of flesh. 

Hou... 

The Zhujian’s roaring voice was as loud as thunder. Fortunately, the little guy was prepared, sending a 

similar sound wave back as he screamed towards it. His voice was like a divine drum, and was 

unexpectedly not inferior to the Archaic vicious beast descendant’s. 

“I am going to eat you!” 

The little guy was fuming as he yelled out, and threw that chunk of precious flesh medicine into his bag. 

Following that, he began to attack with even more ferocity, and was even more imposing that the 

Zhujian. 

Everyone was stupefied. Was this still a human? Why did it seem like he was even more savage than an 

Archaic vicious beast? He truly was ridiculously powerful. 

Pu 

Even though the little guy was also spitting out blood, he still occupied the advantage. A palm slapped 

down, striking the Zhujian and making it stagger. Moreover, it created a bloody wound on its stomach 

region. 

The black scales began to fall from that region, and fresh blood gushed out. However, what made the 

devilish brat regretful was that there wasn’t a second chunk of precious flesh medicine. 



The Archaic vicious beast descendant was too powerful, and couldn’t be oppressed and dealt with like 

ordinary descendants; a bloody battle had to be fought with it! 

Right at this time, a slender figure appeared. A bright jade palm slapped out, and it was pure white and 

brilliant as it struck towards the little guy’s back. It was incomparably terrifying, and actually twisted the 

space around it! 

Hong! 

The little guy turned around, directly meeting it with his palm. A terrifying energy wave erupted 

between the two individuals, and like a tornado, it engulfed everything. 

It was precisely that purple-haired girl that attacked, because she wanted to take care of the little guy a 

long time ago. Now that the opportunity presented itself, she naturally wanted to make her move! 

“Ya, it’s you! You and this Zhujian should both help protect my village.” The little guy’s eyes were 

widened until they were perfectly round. 

The purple-haired girl’s body had a layer of divine splendor covering it, and her fair skin could be seen. It 

was like jade as it carried a type of sparkling luster. Her large eyes were quick-witted, and her red lips 

were bright-colored. 

However, in the end, everything was still shrouded by the divine splendor. He could only catch a glimpse 

and could not clearly see everything. 

Her pupils were spiritual, but currently, her gaze was extremely cold. She unleashed killing blows 

targeted towards the little guy, and she was like a divine phoenix as she made her move. Even though 

she was graceful and elegant, she still carried a vast and mighty wind. 

The two individuals fiercely fought hand to hand, and were like two lumps of light as they collided. 

The Zhujian roared in anger, and also joined the fray. Immediately, the little guy’s face changed, 

revealing an expression that was uglier than crying. 

Suddenly, a divine bird threw itself over from nearby. Green colored feathers emitted light, and it was 

adorned with red streaks. It blazed magnificently, and it was the Bifang. n𝓸𝑣𝗲)𝓵𝐛-In 

“You truly are a divine bird!” The little guy made a bitter face, and his brows wrinkled together. If these 

creatures all charged over at him, then he could only flee. 

It was obvious that he over thought things, because the Bifang rushed towards the Zhujian. It was not 

defeated, and as a result of the huge enmity between them, they directly began to fight a bloody battle. 

“Thanks bird brother!” The little guy was extremely happy. 

“You and I aren’t on close terms!” The Bifang responded, and did not have any intention of joining 

hands. Creatures like itself did not have many things to be scared of. 

“Wait until you are caught and we go back to Stone Village, then we’ll be close!” The little guy muttered 

with an extremely soft voice. 

Hong 



The purple-haired girl was truly too powerful. She didn’t even reveal her true form, and dared to contest 

the little guy in her human form. Moreover, she was incredibly imposing, and her battle strength was 

absolutely shocking. 

“Come back with me to Stone Village quickly!” The little guy cried out with loud ao ao shouts, and his 

body immediately lit up. The joints of his arm sounded like beans being fried, and his strength exploded; 

he wanted to make his opponent yield. 

The battle was incredibly fierce, and the two individuals burst with multicolored light as they 

continuously clashed. 

Suddenly, from not far out, a noise rang out from the spring. Golden ripples surged outwards, covering 

the sky with dazzling light. There were creatures that were about to enter the divine reservoir, startling 

everyone. 

“Don’t fight over it!” The little guy shouted and looked at the divine reservoir. Several creature were 

rushing over, and he naturally wanted to follow along as well. 

However, the purple-haired girl continued to attack like before. The corners of her lips carried a sneer, 

and she was incomparably calm, unaffected by the activity there. 

Her skin was sparkling white like jade, and her eyes were quick-witted. Even though her true appearance 

was hidden behind a hazy silhouette, making it difficult to see everything clearly, as the divine splendor 

was shed off more and more, it made her appear extremely refined, as if she was a fairy that did not eat 

the food of common mortals. 

Her attacks became more and more powerful. As her purple clothes drifted about, it was as if she was 

going to ascend into immortality as she exhausted everything she had against the human youth. 

The little guy was angry, and turned a blind eye towards her unmatched appearance. Using all of his 

strength, he threw out the mischievous stone. With a peng sound, it it struck the girl right in her 

sparkling white forehead. 

“Aiya...” The purple clad girl cried out in pain. It could be seen that there was a blister swelling on her 

snow white forehead. 

She was extremely ashamed and angry, and went completely mad. Essence energy surged from her 

entire body, releasing an undying divine radiance in front of her. 

“If you keep annoying me, I’ll smash your incisor teeth apart next time!” The little guy harshly 

threatened and added, “After making you yield, I’ll make you squat while you guard the village every 

day!” 

Hateful child! 

The young lady was furious, and was gnashing her teeth in extreme anger. Ordinarily, who dared to treat 

her without the utmost respect? Even if it was a hand to hand fight, it would always be a disciplined and 

upright fight. This devilish brat actually dared to threaten her. 

From childhood until now, there still hasn’t been anyone able to injure her. Forget about those sweet-

talking geniuses from various races, even those true deity descendants treated her with courtesy. 



Today, she was actually smacked by a stone, firmly striking her forehead. This was truly the first time in 

her entire life, and it was an aggravating and painful experience. 

The most hateful thing was that the stupid stone was still loudly crying out, talking about absolute 

nonsense. 

“The pain is killing me, it really is killing me... What kind of forehead is this ah... It’s harder than a wall 

formed by a God...” 

Was it ridiculing her about how thick her face’s skin was? The young lady was so angry she started 

spewing flames out of her eyes. She attacked with even more ferocity, and not only was it directed at 

the little guy, she also wanted to smash the stupid stone apart. 

“Hurry up and seize the Immortal Spring. After lasting from the Archaic times until now, it should have 

dried up a long time ago. There shouldn’t be that many drops left, and if you arrive late, you will end up 

with absolutely nothing,” reminded the mischievous stone. 

When the little guy heard this, his large eyes immediately widened until they were perfectly round and 

he began to shout noisily, “Mine, mine, all mine!” He quickly charged forward. 

“Where do you think you’re going?!” The young lady shouted. 

She once again made her move, and tried her best to stop him. She decided that she absolutely couldn’t 

let him go! 

With a peng sound, the little guy tossed out the naughty stone again, and it truly was a chunk of Divine 

Striking Stone, with a one strike one hit ratio. Even though it hadn’t been refined into a valuable 

treasure, within this area where precious techniques couldn’t be used, it truly was the most powerful 

weapon. 

Aiyou! 

The young lady covered her forehead and released another screech. This time, it was symmetrical, and 

the two blisters were like a pair of dragon horns. 

She was so angry her entire body began to tremble. It was simply unbearable! Normally, everyone look 

up to her in reverence, and was always at the center of attention. She was like an otherworldly fairy, but 

today, she constantly had stones thrown at her. 

This hateful human youth! 

The naughty stone was sensitive, and rolled over in an instant with extreme speed. It could tell that 

here, it was still safest sticking with the little guy. 

“I’m coming!” The little guy rushed forward. 

The other creatures already entered the divine reservoir to try and seize the Immortal Spring. 

After arriving here, everyone’s movements became slowed, because the domain was too terrifying. 



Even the purple-haired girl, Zhujian, Bifang, and the others were like this. They wanted to attack fiercely, 

but when they stretched out their hands, it was as if they were old people, slowed down to an 

inconceivable amount. 

The golden divine reservoir began to boil, and all types of multicolored light began to surge. However, 

everyone there began to cry out loudly. They were suffering, yet at the same time, they were pleasantly 

surprised. 

The suffering was due to the domain being too powerful, as if it would shatter their bodies. They were 

happy because once the golden fluctuations entered their bodies, it would nourish their essence energy. 

Soon after, all of the creatures fell into the divine reservoir. 

“Why isn’t there a divine spring, and only silt?” The little guy was unsatisfied. He was the first one to 

come down, and after scooping around with his hand, he did not see any golden liquid. 

“This is also good stuff!” The mischievous stone dashed in bravely, smashing into the silt before opening 

its mouth to swallow with all its might. 

This silt was extremely sparkling and transparent. It was rather moist, and flickered with golden 

multicolored light. All of the fluctuations were created by it, releasing a powerful and immortal divine 

energy. 

The little guy was at a loss, because it was the first time he felt as if there was an aspect where he was 

inferior at. The playful stone was swallowing with large gulps, yet he could only watch impatiently. He 

felt that even though his own appetite was great, he still could not digest this type of thing. 

The other creatures were also struck dumb. Even the purple-haired girl stopped her attacks. 

“Where is the Immortal Spring?” 

“How could the divine liquid have dried up? Why is it like this?!” 

Everyone began to squat down to search, because they all felt unwilling. It was truly difficult for them to 

have reached this place, and their bodies had gone through too much suffering since symbols and 

precious techniques couldn’t be used at all. 

“I’ll eat, eat! I’ll also eat!” 

In the end, the little guy went against the heavens. Leaning towards the center of the divine reservoir, 

he dug out the sparkling silt and also delivered it to his mouth. He wanted to be shoulder to shoulder 

with the Divine Striking Stone. 

When the mischievous stone saw this, its jaw almost dropped onto the ground. The sparkling sand in its 

mouth all flowed out, and it howled, “Don’t fight over this with me! You can even eat this?!” 

“There’s nothing I can’t eat!” The little guy spoke fiercely and tried his best to chew. He hoped to chew 

out a bit of the golden liquid. 

Suddenly, he became disappointed. Even though the sand was moist, it did not shed any of the golden 

liquid. 



“Refine, refine, refine it all!” The devilish brat puffed his cheeks and blurted with an inarticulate voice. 

Even the Zhijian, Bifang and other pure-blooded vicious beasts were frightened. Truly savage ah... This 

devilish brat was even more brutal than them! Exactly who was the Archaic vicious beast descendant? 

At this time, even that purple-haired girl was stupefied. How could this fellow even nibble on earth? She 

momentarily forgot about attacking, and did not make any moves. 

“Stop stealing from me!” The mischievous stone was resentful. Why was there an opponent even in 

sand eating? It began to hurriedly swallow. 

The little guy puffed his cheeks and widened his eyes. He really was a bit at wit’s end, because it seems 

like he couldn’t digest this stuff. He was absolutely furious, and in the end, he opened all of the pouches 

he carried on his back and began to fill them up with this sand. 

He began to compete with the mischievous stone, the two of them rolled and fought all over the floor. 

They made the silt fly in all directions, making the Zhujian, Bifang, and purple-haired girl dumbstruck; 

they were absolutely speechless. 

“Is the human race this violent? Why is it that my grandfather told me that this is the race that is the 

easiest to bully? That old fart tricked me again!” A younger divine bird was extremely angry, feeling that 

it was deceived. 

The mischievous stone was too good at eating, but the little guy also wasn’t someone easy to deal with. 

The silt was almost completely cleaned out, and soon after, the two of them directly scooped towards 

the bottom. 

The little guy spat out a mouthful of silt and revealed a happy expression. He opened his mouth to chew 

downwards. This was because he saw a small golden snake, and it was only a third of a meter long. 

“The Immortal Spring is actually transforming! It wants to take form, no wonder it’s drying!” 

Everyone cried out in surprised, rushing out together. 

The snake woke up from its slumber. It opened its eyes, and had an ominous and threatening look. 

However, it was shocked to find that there was a human youth that was even more savage and was the 

first to try and eat it. With a kengchi sound, the little guy bit down on its tail. 

Hou... WIth a roar, the golden snake flourished magnificently with light. It cracked open the reservoir, 

doing everything it could to struggle free. Its tail then broke off. 

Soon after, it turned around and fled, turning into a streak of fluid light before leaving the divine 

reservoir and rushing into the distance. 

“Chase!” 

The Zhujian, Bifang, and purple-clad girl were all shocked. They ran outwards, chasing after that snake. 

“Mine!” The little guy opened its mouth, and as a result, the tail fell out. His hands moved about in a 

flurry, grabbing it quickly. He was extremely annoyed, and ran into the distance while shouting, “Mine, 

mine, all mine!” 



Chapter 158 - Return From a Rewarding Journey 

The snake tail danced about madly. It actually wanted to escape, releasing many rays of golden light like 

a small sun. The bright light was so intense that it was difficult to see properly. 

The little guy fumbled with the snake, and finally grabbed hold of it firmly. However the snake’s tail was 

actually dividing into five little snakes. Each of them was only as large as the belly of a finger, and was 

about to escape in various directions. 

“You aren’t allowed to run!” The devilish brat was angry, and enclosed all of them around his hands 

before stuffing them all into his mouth. With his cheeks puffed, he was threatening to eat them 

completely if they tried to run again! 

The golden liquid collided against each other. The little guy’s mouth started to bulge, sticking out in one 

area before swelling in another. This was a result of the five little snakes trying to escape by tormenting 

the little guy. 

“There really is an Immortal Spring huh. I thought it had dried up a long ago! It’s truly unimaginable that 

there was still something here, and five drops have been captured by you!” The mischievous stone was 

shocked. 

“Do you have any ideas on how to seal them off?” The little guy was covering his mouth with his hands, 

and asked with unclear articulation. 

“Seal it into the jade container, then they can’t run off anymore.” 

Hearing this, the little guy quickly fished out the small jade container from his bosom and placed the five 

small dragons inside before stuffing it with a piece of cork. 

Then, he curiously stared at the mischievous stone. This guy seemed to know too much. When he was 

inside the divine garden, he should have drunk quite a bit of the Immortal Spring right? 

“You became sentient a long time ago, and contain a huge amount of golden liquid within your body, 

right?” 

“No such thing, don’t set your ideas on me!” The mischievous rock who was gulping down huge 

amounts of crystal jumped up in fright before quickly rolling to one side, staring at the little guy in alarm. 

The little guy didn’t ask anything else. Time was very tight now, and he wanted to catch that golden 

dragon. If he was late, the dragon would most likely be shared evenly between those creatures. 

“There’s no point in going, you won’t catch it. Those people’s hopes and efforts will also come to 

nothing. Since the Immortal Spring has successfully taken corporal form and it was roused awake like 

that, it would be able to fly into the heavens and burrow deep into the earth, unable to be caught by 

anyone anymore.” The mischievous stone shook its head. 

As long as divine liquids like this have taken form, they would acquire sentience. As long as they are 

given some time, they will become strong rapidly and turn into Guardian Spirits, so much so that when 

enough time passes, becoming a divine spirit won’t be an issue! 



Inside the divine garden, the domain does not affect the Immortal Spring. The golden liquid changed 

form into a dragon[1], and could travel far away in an instant, burrowing deeply into the soil. 

Kengchi, kengchi 

The Divine Striking Stone started to crunch on the sand violently. The surface had been eaten 

completely, so he started to swallow the sand underneath. This place was filled with endless rays of 

golden light, rising to the top in clouds of mist and smoke, like golden waves. This was all due to the 

Immortal Spring. n𝓸𝑣𝗲)𝓵𝐛-In 

Although that golden little dragon had long vanished, this place was still pervaded with divine light. The 

sand had been nourished by the spring for an immeasurably long amount of time, and long had its own 

spiritual nature. 

“Don’t try to snatch anymore from me. You already have the golden liquid, and you can’t eat all this 

anyway!” The mischievous stone cried out. 

“I have to bring some back to the willow deity for him to recuperate, and I also have to save another 

Guardian Spirit.” The little guy plundered some too. The beast sack served a purpose at the moment, 

and was piled up and filled beside the pool. 

The mischievous stone fought with him over the sand. Both of them had similar characters, completely 

devouring this divine pool. This was still not enough, as they even dug deeper into the ground and 

continued. 

In the end, there wasn’t even a meter of it left. They had already exceeded three meters in turning all 

the soil over. The golden rays of light were completely gone, because the golden soil had all been stolen 

by these two greedy eaters. This place became completely ordinary. 

“I ate to the point of bursting, so full!” The mischievous stone burped in satisfaction. Its whole body 

shone with light, unexpectedly becoming a little more crystal-like, giving out a faint golden luster. It was 

much more appealing to the eyes than before. 

The little guy opened his eyes widely. This was the first time he felt that he met his match. This guy was 

perhaps a little strong? He ate half the silt from the spring and appeared like nothing happened to him. 

He was able to digest it completely, seeming more and more magical. 

“You digested it completely?” The little guy asked it. That mountain of golden silt was larger than him, 

and he actually swallowed all of it. 

“How can I digest it all in such a short while. I’m reserving and storing the golden sand at one side, 

leaving it for later before I absorb it. It’s all valuable treasures!” 

“It won’t be as good then, right?” The little guy asked nonchalantly. 

“You don’t know what you are talking about! The older the wine, the more aromatic it is. Even divine 

sand like this is more delicious the older it is. Being bathed by the Immortal Spring for so long, the taste 

is even better,” the Divine Striking Stone said as if hit was drunk and enchanted by something, before 

quickly coming to himself and shutting his mouth immediately. 



The little guy pounced forward and picked it up immediately, saying, “There is definitely something 

strange about you. Say, was this pool of divine spring drunk up by you?” 

“It hurts! I’m gonna crack, quickly release me!” It screamed like a pig being slaughtered. 

Now that you think about it, it was strange that as soon as that golden liquid vanished, the domain also 

became weaker, as if it followed that golden dragon and vanished. 

“You clearly said just now that you ate the golden sand here in the past!” The little guy punched it, each 

punch stronger than the last. 

“Don’t hit me anymore, I’ll confess!” The mischievous stone howled miserably. 

Turns out that it had eaten this divine sand quite a few times already, and after being found out, it was 

expelled through the laws of this region. It was difficult for it to get closer to the divine reservoir, and 

only now after the Immortal Spring was about to dry up did it finally get the opportunity to get closer. 

Indeed it had not only eaten the divine sand once, however later on it was chased out by the rules of 

this place, finding it difficult to approach the divine pool. Today the Immortal Spring had dried up 

completely, that was why it had another chance to approach the place against. 

“Was the golden liquid emptied by you?” The little guy’s expression was hostile, staring at it. 

“I can only eat rocks, after swallowing that liquid, it all flowed out!” The Divine Striking Stone was 

dispirited. It was guarding a treasure mountain, yet could not reap any harvest. 

“But you must have gotten quite a few benefits, how much sand have you eaten?” The little guy 

questioned. 

“The first time, I ate about two hundred or more jin before being chased away. The second time was 

less, and the third time I entered, I was knocked away!” The Divine Striking Stone was resentful. 

According to what it said, it ate to its satisfaction only on the fourth time, being completely full. 

It was really quite different now, shining with light golden luster. It was more crystalline, and using the 

little guy’s words, it had a better appearance, a little like a jade stone. 

“How did the Immortal Spring become so little?” The little guy was doubtful. 

“It became sentient and tried to evolve, to become a dragon-like living being. You think there isn’t a 

price for this? All of it was used up completely, and it almost failed!” The mischievous stone said. 

“What a waste, we probably won’t see another Immortal Spring again in the future.” The little guy was 

depressed. 

“That might not be the case. It has become a spirit and succeeded in making a corporal form. Once it 

grew stronger in the future, creating more golden liquid would definitely be possible.” 

After finding out about this, the little guy became extremely happy. After all, he gained five drops of 

golden liquid, and the medicinal effect would definitely be astonishing. 



“I’ll give grandpa chief one drop, so that this time, he can definitely be cured of all the hidden ailments, 

and his body won’t be in decline anymore. I’ll give another drop to the Willow Deity, and perhaps it can 

comprehend some rules and secrets from it. Giving Dazhuang, Pihou, and Ermeng one drop each, to let 

them have a stable foundation... Ai, there’s isn’t a lot.” The little guy counted on his fingers, find out that 

there was simply too little. He could only save one or two drops, causing him to be at a loss. 

A while later, he came to his sense, saying, “Little stone, you dare to eat my divine sand secretly!” 

“No I wasn’t! I was helping you check to see if these beastskin sacks were leaking.” The mischievous 

stone rolled to one side. 

“I recall now, that sentient flower, didn’t you say there was a stalk of sacred medicine? Your sentience 

might be because of it, so this can’t be false right?” 

“There is indeed such a flower, but it isn’t enough to enlighten me. It fought for the sand with me, but it 

was also chased out at the end. That guy wanted to swallow the golden liquid too.” The Divine Striking 

Stone was discontent. 

“That is a sacred medicine ah, where did it run off to?” The little guy opened his eyes wide, asking it 

anxiously. 

“I fought with it, before biting a mouthful out of it. It ran away, but I can feel that it is still nearly the 

medicinal garden,” the Divine Striking Stone said. 

“You bit it? That is a sacred medicine! Where did you put that treasured medicine?” The little guy held it 

up. 

“Sacred medicine is indeed a good thing. Of course I wouldn’t waste it, such an action would cause me 

to be struck by lightning. I buried it deep in the ground, when it became dirt and soil, I ate it.” The 

mischievous stone was immensely proud of itself. 

Dang! 

The little guy smashed it towards the ground and did his best to stamp on it, making it scream out aoao 

in pain. Rolling on the ground, it said, “Don’t hit me anymore! Next time we see it, I’ll help you catch it!” 

“You should be struck by lightning!” The little guy was infuriated and regretful. That was a stalk of sacred 

medicine ah, rarely seen on earth, and the stupid stone had actually biten it. This was already said and 

done, but this stone actually went to bury it into the ground, waiting for it to rot into dirt and soil before 

consuming it. The most hateful part about this was that it was completely satisfied by what it did. 

“Leave quickly, or else those pure blooded creatures will return and snatch those few drops you have 

when they find out they can’t catch up to the Immortal Spring.” The mischievous stone changed the 

topic, urging him to leave. 

The little guy nodded his head. The beastskin sack was full of sand, and it was too conspicuous. 

He heaved eight sacks on his shoulders while attaching three more sacks to the mischievous stone for it 

to carry before quickly leaving the divine garden. He originally wanted to make those Archaic species to 

help out, but after looking around, he found that they were long gone. 



The smell of blood pervaded the divine garden. Dozens of creatures had died during this time. Their 

races were different, and all of them died recently. They were most likely killed by the pure-blooded 

creatures. 

“I finally came out.” The little guy released a breath of relief before taking out the Heaven and Earth 

Pouch. Removing the golden rope that fastened it, the opening momentarily shone with rainbow light 

before sucking in the eleven sacks of divine sand. 

The palm-sized small sack could absorb a great number of objects, and anything could be kept inside. 

When used, it was indeed very convenient and also quite powerful. 

“What do you want now?” The mischievous stone was held and evaluated in the little guy’s palms. It 

shivered in fear. 

“To catch the young of an Archaic vicious beast or divine bird, then to search for that stalk of sacred 

medicine,” the little guy said. 

“Then go, what are you grabbing me for? The mountains won’t change, the rivers will continue flowing, 

we will meet again in the future!” The mischievous stone cried out. 

“ I just want to let you see the world!” The little guy said. 

Entering the divine garden, this brat finally loosened up and relaxed. He had completed his task and 

found the Immortal Spring. Now, he was looking about to see if he could find something of even more 

value. 

Half an hour later, he dug up eight stalks of spiritual medicine in this perimeter, even digging up the soil 

and roots completely to keep it intact. 

“After planting it in stone village with some golden soil, it will definitely grow well. At that point, the 

whole village will be filled with spiritual energy!” The little guy was delighted with himself, wanting to 

forge a paradise for his people. 

He immersed himself in finding spiritual medicines, and wanted to take everything here with him. 

There were many ancient medicines in the medicinal field, but the domain there was too strong. Even if 

it were to be dug up, it would also shatter into pieces. 

During this period of time, he encountered pure-blooded creatures several times, while also becoming a 

member to search for that golden dragon. After being tormented for almost half a day, they ended up 

empty-handed. 

Hong 

Along the way, he fought with the Zhujian again. This fight was quite violent, and he managed to tear off 

another piece of flesh medicine. 

Dang 

Aiyou! 



The purple haired girl cried out in unison with the mischievous stone. She engaged the little guy in battle 

and got hit by the same move again, being smacked by the stone in the middle of her crystal white 

forehead. A large lump swelled up, making that girl shiver in anger. 

At the end, the little guy started to run away, scampering off frantically. He wanted to subdue the 

descendant of that Archaic vicious beast, battling it repeatedly. However, what resulted was that those 

creatures couldn’t find that golden dragon, and started to cooperate against him to snatch that dragon’s 

tail, engaging in a chase after him. 

“You guys are unreasonable, how can you all be like this?” The little guy was extremely angry. He was 

surrounded, because those powerful creatures had joined hands to kill him off. 

“Kill him!” The Zhujian roared in rage. Two pieces of flesh had already been torn from its body. It heard 

that fellow say that when he returned home, he would barbeque a piece and stew another, making it 

absolutely furious. 

The purple haired girl’s beauty was out of this world, akin to an immortal who was way above the 

common populace. However, at this moment, she was furious. She was actually hit three times by that 

stone, and now her crystal white forehead had three lumps! 

Ordinarily, she was aloof and remote, surrounded by an unearthly aura with many gifted youth of 

various races revolved around her. Even the descendants of gods didn’t dare be disrespectful towards 

her. Yet today, she was tormented by this brat, infuriating her to the extreme. 

What was most unforgivable was that when she was ambushed just now, that brat jumped onto her 

back. He grabbed ahold of her neck while stamping and biting, arguing noisily about how he wanted her 

to guard some lousy village. This couldn’t be tolerated! 

Her, a daughter of heaven, unmatched in her generation who looked down on various races fell to such 

a state? Being a guard dog for someone, protecting some lousy village? 

In reality, she was currently in a rather sorry state. Just now, when that brat was chattering nonstop 

while wrestling her, it was quite intense. It scattered her beautiful hair everywhere, throwing her 

clothing in a mess as they toss and turned about on the ground. 

They were fighting in such close quarters, and that brat wrestled with her over the ground. This was too 

hateful, what was this humiliating fighting method? 

The Bifang was also extremely angry and had his face darkened. That human youth kept arguing noisily 

about how he was going to bring it back to see a deity, saying how there was an extremely powerful tree 

deity there. He really treated it like some country bumpkin! Its race even ate true deities in the past, yet 

he was trying to kidnap it like this! It sent a slap over, not wanting to hear his noisy chatter anymore. In 

the end, the hateful child yelled with aoao sounds and continuously pulled out a few of its most brilliant 

feathers. He was saying how he was going to bring it back to some lousy village and give it to a tiger girl 

to play badminton with. 

“Kill him!” A Horned Dragon was also roaring, transforming into a ray of light before killing towards the 

little guy! 



That hateful rascal was chirping deviously non-stop, continuously wasting its time. He kept saying how it 

wanted to borrow some dragon blood for some medicinal primer or something, and that it would invite 

it to eat some dragon blood stewed great Peng. 

In the end, the little guy caught it off guard and ripped off two bloody dragon scales before running off. 

Those creatures all chased after his ass. The little guy darkened his small face and began to contemplate 

with a serious expression. In the end, he reached the conclusion that these fellows were not easy to 

associate with, and that their personalities were too lousy! 

Not sure if its a dragon or snake, but for snake, the chinese is ‘little dragon’ which can also mean snake 

Chapter 159 - Forbidden Heavenly Bone Region 

At first, the little guy was running around the divine garden in circles. However, he noticed that even 

though this area was large, there weren’t really any places to hide himself. Those creatures were all 

pure-blooded experts, and they wanted to surround him. 

“You all are truly disappointing, really hard to get along with!” His darkened his small face and spoke in 

anger, running out of the divine garden. 

When the Bifang, Horned Dragon and others hear what he said, their nose all almost became crooked. 

This brat actually had the nerve to say that there was something wrong with their personalities? You 

good for nothing, after taking advantage of others, you still dare to pretend to be the good one! 

The Zhujian became even more angry. After losing two chunks of flesh, its eyes even became red. If that 

fellow really did pan fry one piece and stew the other, it really will spit out blood. 

As for the purple clad girl, she had long turned into a ball of light. She was surrounded by divine 

splendor, and as her purple clothes fluttered about, she was like an otherworldly fairy while she rushed 

over. 

“Stop chasing after me! I don’t want to wrestle you!” The little guy turned around and glanced at her as 

he spoke. 

The purple-haired girl was extremely sensitive towards the word ‘wrestle,’ and bit her bright colored lips 

after hearing what he said. She truly wished to immediately grab that devilish brat, not to immediately 

kill him, but to first hoist him up and beat the crap out of him! 

The little guy really wanted to make a divine bird or vicious beast yield, but no matter how heaven 

defying he was, he still couldn’t deal with all of these pure-blooded creatures at the same time. After all, 

he was still young, and his cultivation time was too short. 

At this moment, not only was he howling in grief, he truly wanted to face the sky and borrow three 

years from the heavens. 

Finally, he frantically ran and rushed out of the Hundred Grass Land, leaving this sacred ground. 

Right when he exited, his entire body flickered. Propitious vapors surged chaotically, and he could once 

again use the strength of symbols. However, when he turned around, he was immediately shocked; 

those creature were even more terrifying. 



Behind him, it was as if volcanoes surged one after another, and the blazing light rushed into the 

heavens. They erupted with incomparable fluctuations, and were covered densely in symbols. The 

heaven and earth trembled, and all of them were like deities. 

The little guy’s eyes flickered with light. He knew that it was the distinctive feature of those that opened 

up the ninth Heavenly Passage. Leaving the divine garden made things worse, because these Archaic 

divine birds and vicious beasts were incredibly powerful, able to sweep everything before them. 

He directly took out the broken sword and prepared to cut them. However, when he saw the Horned 

Dragon spit out a net, he hesitated. That precious artifact was too shocking! It was decorated with stars, 

and flickered with brilliant light. 

This net was incomparably terrifying, the aura it emitted shook tens of thousands of souls. The heavens 

and the earth were throbbing. It was weaved out of Archaic beast tendons, and was fused together with 

sparkling and translucent scales one after another; it could swallow up all things. 

“Those dragon scales are pure-blooded!” The little guy was terrified. This type of precious artifact was 

absolutely frightening. 

On the other side, a ball of light appeared on top of the Zhujian’s head. A whip appeared, and it flickered 

with multicolored light and surged with divine radiance. It was similarly terrifying as it emitted an aura 

that was like the stars and rivers shaking. 

As for the Bifang, it was currently standing within heaven overflowing flames. A hundred and eight 

divine feathers appeared behind it, forming one divine sword after another. They rang out with 

kengqiang sounds, and their killing intent shook all ten directions! 

As for the purple-haired girl, she was currently enveloped within a ball of light. Only a vague slender and 

beautiful body could be seen. Her figure was out of this world, and dense purple energy rose in her 

surroundings. It was as if she was a fairy, forming a streak of purple lightning as she charged over! 

The other divine bird and humanoid creature were incomparably magnificent as well. Their symbols 

were so powerful it shook the heavens. The area’s mountains were all trembling and making rumbling 

sounds. 

The little guy lifted the broken sword, but ultimately did not hack out with it. He did not want to fight to 

the death with them, because these creatures came from the Archaic divine mountain, and definitely 

did not lack valuable treasures. 

“Not good! After leaving the divine garden, they became even more powerful, and their 

accomplishments in symbols are astonishing! I did not cultivate as long as them, and so if we seriously 

fight it out with symbols, I will most likely bring about a disaster!” 

The little guy did not dawdle and activated the broken sword. He left behind an afterimage and entered 

the mountain forest, charging into the distance. 

With a wenglong sound, the mountains and forests behind him were smashed apart. Multicolored light 

advanced like a flood, sweeping through this open space. It was incomparably terrifying, and there 

weren’t many things that could stop those pure-blooded creatures. 



These individuals were too powerful, and even the hills were blasted into cracking apart before 

collapsing. They destroyed everything, cutting like a hot knife through butter. They were all chasing after 

the little guy’s butt. 

“This is a bit too powerful!” The little guy was speechless. The only fortunately thing was that the 

mountain forest was dense, and after entering it, he could hide his body, making it difficult for them to 

immediately find him. 

However, there was a divine bird behind him. It spread its wings and soared into the sky, and the sky 

was even shaking. Its speed was too fast, and it was impossible for him to break away from it. 

“Should we run back to the divine garden? These creatures went mad, so if they catch up for some 

reason, we’ll definitely become corpses,” said the mischievous stone without much confidence. 

The little guy also felt that he miscalculated a bit. Those creatures were truly terrifying, and their 

accomplishments in symbols were shocking. In addition, they all grasped exceptional precious 

techniques. 

“I truly want to catch one!” He began to salivate after looking at them, and was extremely envious. 

Those precious artifacts were invaluable, and even the human emperor’s eyes would turn red after 

seeing them. However, currently, he couldn’t handle that many of them, and was being chased down by 

that group. 

Like a wisp of smoke, he disappeared into the great mountains. The purple-haired girl, Horned Dragon, 

and other creatures were too powerful, recognizing his tracks. They followed him the entire way, 

wanting to kill him off. 

Similarly, the Bifang was even more vicious. Its eyes were penetrating, and as it soared in the air, its gaze 

seemed like it could pierce through the forest. It continuously swooped down to launch attacks. 

The little guy was extremely angry, and really wanted to chop off its wings. The Bifang and the other 

divine bird’s speeds were too fast, making it incredibly hard for him to break away. 

Pu 

While fleeing, the little guy was wounded, and he spat out a mouthful of blood. The creatures were not 

willing to spare him, and chased after him for an extremely great distance. After passing through 

countless mountain ranges, it disturbed many experts. 

In the end, he took out an ancient seal, and his heart became incomparably soar. “Sigh, using it once 

means I’ll lose one opportunity to use it in the future... It truly can’t be helped ah.” 

He stuck it to the soles of his feet and his entire body became a streak of light. It crossed the mountain 

range and directly disappeared. It was so fast that the Bifang, purple-haired girl and the others felt as if 

it wasn’t real, and was instantly stupefied. 

“What is that? So fast, even I can’t chase after it!” A comparatively smaller divine bird was shocked. 

“Its a talisman refined by the Archaic Might -- Earth Withdrawal Symbol!” The Horned Dragon’s pupils 

flickered, revealing an amazed look. It never expected the little guy to pull out this type of thing. 



“RIght, it really is that type of symbol.” The purple-haired girl nodded, and her divine splendor dimmed, 

revealing her true body. Her clothes fluttered about in the sky, and her sparkling white and pretty face 

carried a look of annoyance. 

They did not continue the chase, because they were fully aware of the Earth Withdrawal Symbol’s 

potency. As long as it was used and transformed into a streak of light, it could instantly transport one to 

the extreme of the world, making it impossible to chase after. 

After that, they quickly dispersed, taking precautions against each other. They were all descendants of 

Archaic creatures, and were rather apprehensive towards each other. 

“You actually have this kind of good stuff?” The mischievous stone cried out. 

The little guy’s heart was sore. He did not catch the Horned Dragon, Bifang, purple-haired, or Zhujian, 

and instead wasted one use of the Earth Withdrawal Symbol, making him extremely unhappy. 

Not long ago, on the Divided Treasure Cliffs, there was a green robed male that wanted to kill him. In 

the end, he relied on this symbol to escape, and it was seen by the little guy., 

Afterwards, the green robed male once again appeared, and he was a Kun clansman. Originally, their 

clan’s restricted individuals were going to collaboratively kill the little guy, but in the end, they were lead 

towards the blasting magma, where he borrowed the power of the small pagoda hidden within the 

flames. 

However, even though the green robed male passed through the magma, he was killed off by the little 

guy’s dragon shears. The ancient symbol was taken from his body, and until now, it was the first time 

the little guy used it. 

The Earth Withdrawal Symbol had another crack on it, and it was clear that a usage was consumed. It 

was more worn out, making him pant with rage. 

Guangdang! 

The little guy threw the head size mischievous stone onto the ground and sat his buttocks on it while 

breathing deeply. After running this entire time, he truly became exhausted. He didn’t get a single break 

during that entire time. n(-𝚘-/𝗏))𝗲--𝓁-/𝒷).1/-n 

“Hey, where do you think you’re sitting?!” The Divine Striking Stone shouted while grinding his teeth in 

anger. 

“You are so heavy. While running, I still had to carry you along this entire time. I was going to die from 

fatigue, yet I can’t even sit on you right now?” said the little guy. 

“You can even carry things that are ten thousand jin in weight, so how could you be tired just by carrying 

me? Moreover, I didn’t even say that I wanted to go together with you! Also, couldn’t you have just 

placed me in the Heaven and Earth Pouch?” The mischievous stone said. 

The little guy twitched his mouth. If he did not sit on this fellow, it most likely would slip away. If he 

placed it into the Heaven and Earth Pouch, there was no doubt that the golden sand in there would all 

be eaten by it. 



The mischievous began to develop a guilty conscience under his gaze, and felt a bit scared as it said, 

“What are you thinking?” 

“I heard from those fellows that you were a Divine Striking Stone. Since ancient times, not many have 

appeared, and can be refined into valuable treasures. Carrying you by my side is too inconvenient. Why 

don’t I just refine you into an almighty treasure.” 

“Ah pei, do you think you are some Almighty Archaic Being? You even want to refine an almighty 

treasure! Continue cultivating a few more years.” The mischievous stone curled its lips. 

The little guy immediately began to pound at it, creating kengqiang sounds. 

“Don’t hit me anymore! It’ll be fine if I shrink myself, right?” It howled out. 

Finally, the Divine Striking Stone became smaller, and was only the size of a fingertip. It carried a golden 

radiance, becoming as smooth as jade; its outward appearance was fabulous. 

The little guy was satisfied. He fastened it to his hair, near the small pagoda. 

“Ah... What kind of thing is this? Don’t let it get close to me!” This was the first time the mischievous 

stone noticed the small sparkling pagoda. Even though it was only a finger in length, its spirituality made 

it feel scared. 

“Do you know about its origins?” The little guy asked with curiosity. 

“Don’t know!” The Divine Striking Stone directly swayed to the other side of his face. It stayed away 

from the small pagoda, or else it would begin to feel flustered. 

The little guy rested for a night and recovered from his injuries. He prepared to go on his way again, and 

did not immediately go to where Huo Ling’er, Nine-Headed Lion, and the others were. He was scared 

that the Bifang, Zhujian, and Horned Dragon were still there. 

“The Hundred Shattering Mountain’s most valuable restricted lands include the Divine Treasure Cliffs, 

Hundred Grass Land, Forbidden Heavenly Bone Region, and a few other places.” 

It was early in the morning, and the little guy was talking to himself after he washed up. He decided that 

he would go and take a look at the forbidden region where the heavenly bone was hidden. He expected 

that area to definitely not be peaceful. 

“That person also entered. I haven’t seen him for so many years, I wonder just how powerful he is now.” 

The little guy’s face was peaceful as he took large steps forward. 

He used the golden gate to travel through the passage. He continuously crossed many regions and 

arrived at a bizarre land. 

This was a great desert, and it lacked the resources for life. There were stones and sand everywhere, 

stretching as far as one could see. 

There really wasn’t much plant life, and the few vegetation here grew sparsely. Every few li[1], there 

would be a single enormous tree. They were incomparably thick, as if an ancient dragon was crouching 



in a coiled position, and its branches and leaves were lush and flourishing. The lack of life force made 

this place appear increasingly bleak. 

As he got closer to the heart of the desert, more and more creatures showed up. The ancient trees also 

began to appear more frequently, and there was more and more vitality. 

“This place is truly strange!” 

When the little guy reached the center, he revealed an unusual expression. This area was full of vitality, 

completely different from what he just saw previously. 

The most shocking thing was that those stalks of ancient trees were too tall. They reached into the 

heavens, and were each at least a few thousand meters in height, absolutely shocking. Moreover, those 

old vines were incomparably thick, and a single one was enough to wind around a mountain peak. They 

were like enormous dragons, completely different from the desolate scenery from before. 

“According to legend, this was originally an area of distressed earth. Not even a blade of grass grew 

here, however, the blood of Saints died the surroundings of the forbidden region in red. As a result, the 

vegetation began to flourish extremely magnificently, surpassing all expectations.” A creature 

commented on this place. 

Only the surrounding of the restricted region was full of vitality like this. An enormous bone monument 

appeared in front. It was as white as jade, with four characters on it: Forbidden Heavenly Bone Region. 

In front, too many people had assembled. There were all types of experts from great races. They were 

densely packed, and even though they wanted to charge in, they were all rather hesitant. 

That thirty meter tall bone monument could also be considered a landmark. After walking past it, one 

would enter the Forbidden Heavenly Bone Region. 

This was an area covered in mist. The vegetation was sparse, and was no longer lush. Moreover, there 

was a gray mist curling about, and countless white bones could be seen in this vast and boundless area. 

“This place... Just how many creatures died here?” The little guy was shocked. 

The bones were like snow, filling up this great land. 

Hong! 

The heart of the restricted area was in rebellion, and all types of tyrannical creatures were fighting. The 

trembling could be felt even outside of the battlefield, as if mountains were being moved and oceans 

were being created. 

The group of creatures could vaguely see a pair of green pupils. It penetrated through that gray mist, as 

if it was two divine lamps, making people shiver! 

“Pure-blooded creatures are battling!” 

Everyone completely gave up. Even the most powerful Archaic descendants remained outside to watch 

the battle. They were unwilling to take risks, because divine beasts were slaughtering each other there. 



“It’s rumored that there was a creature inside that obtained a piece of Heaven Bone! It was full of good 

luck and was incredibly profound, truly making people jealous!” 

Everyone could only sigh, because that was not a battlefield they were willing to be a part of. 

Hong! 

An endless amount of radiance was released, and a single human youth could be seen within the mist. It 

unexpectedly shocked the green-colored divine beast into retreating. Each time he stepped down, it 

would release waves of rumbling sounds, as if a giant was moving. 

“It’s him, the powerful eyed expert Shi Yi!” 

“A deity like youth, comparable the a God’s heir!” 

Many people were shocked. This was not the first time Shi Yi displayed his might, because after the 

powerful eyed expert entered the Hundred Shattering Mountains, he was always fighting here while 

searching for the Heavenly Bone. 

His entire body was emitting light, and he was surrounded by a divine radiance. His stature was tall and 

thin, and his black hair scattered about. He was a heaven warping divinely talented individual, as if the 

king of deities descended to earth, sweeping everything before him! 

The depths of the restricted region was in chaos. Divine birds and pure-blooded creatures were fighting 

fiercely. It was an area of disorder, yet he easily dispatched them, not receiving any disturbance. 

A demonic butterfly appeared, softly fluttering. The heavens and the earth shook with honglong sounds, 

and a mountain peak within this forbidden land was directly sliced off. It fell off, filling the air with 

smoke and dust. 

“What a terrifying Demonic Crack Butterfly! It’s simply too powerful!” Everyone was shocked. 

This butterfly’s body had symbols all around it. It was bright and dazzling, and with a gentle flap of its 

wings, divine light flew out. 

This attack was originally targeted at Shi Yi, but was actually blocked by him and deflected towards that 

mountain. 

“That’s a pure-blooded Demonic Butterfly! Tradition has it that with a light flap of its wings, it could 

crack open the blue sky!” Someone exclaimed in admiration. 

“Who would have thought that it was actually pure-blooded! Being this powerful, if it grew into 

adulthood, it truly might recreate the Archaic Demonic Butterfly’s divine might!” 

The Demonic Butterfly was a meter in length, but it was shockingly terrifying. 

“Even a Demonic Butterfly as powerful as this was continuously defeated by Shi Yi four times! It’s truly 

inconceivable. He can actually fight with a devil God’s descendant.” 

“It’s quite clear that Shi Yi wants to force it into submission and use it as his mount or a battle servant!” 

Someone seemed to have came to a conclusion. 



With a honglong sound, the Heaven and earth shook. Shi Yi soared into the sky, and his entire body 

erupted in divine light like a heavenly deity that moved the heavens and shook the earth! His black hair 

danced about, and his pupils blossomed with auspicious colors. He opened his mouth, releasing a clear 

roar. Rainbow colored light shot out, attacking towards the Demonic Crack Butterfly. 

“What?! That is the Archaic Devil King -- Rainbow Peacock King’s precious technique! He actually 

grasped it! This is already the fifth amazing ability that Shi Yi revealed! 

They were all shocked. That Godlike youth truly was like a deity. Auspicious multicolored light surged, 

fighting intensely with the Demonic Butterfly. In the end, it was completely suppressed. 

“The Imperial Family’s background is truly astonishing, actually including five types of world shocking 

precious techniques! However, it isn’t quite perfect, as they are all from Archaic descendants[2].” 

“Shi Yi is terrifying ah... Actually suppressing the Demonic Crack Butterfly for the fifth time!” 

They were all exclaiming in admiration. Producing waves of powerful force, this youth was too 

formidable. No one could defeat him, and within this Forbidden Heavenly Bone Region, it was truly 

difficult for him to meet a worthy opponent. 

Friendly reminder that a li is 500 metersThis might be referring to techniques that are not from pure-

blooded or divine creatures, and are simply techniques like the ones Shi Hao has 

Chapter 160 - Dual Pupils 

“This youth is truly too powerful. For a human to reach this level, it truly is inconceivable, and rarely 

seen on this earth!” The Mischievous stone muttered while flickering with crystalline luster in the little 

guy’s hair. 

The little guy’s face was full of concentration. Shi Yi’s accomplishments in symbols were extremely 

terrifying and profound, making it extremely difficult to gauge exactly how powerful he was now. 

The surrounding geniuses were all gasping in admiration. Even though they were all proud and arrogant, 

when they saw this type of heaven warping and divinely blessed individual, they all couldn’t help but 

lower their heads, because the disparity was too large. 

“It’s the fifth time he defeated the Demonic Crack Butterfly. I wonder if it will surrender now?” 

Weng 

Space began to distort, and the stripes over the Demonic Butterfly’s entire body became brilliant. With a 

flap of its wings, it flew several hundred zhang[1] instantly. It sliced into a hill, penetrating through it. 

Everyone sucked in a cold breath. That divine bug was too powerful! With just a single flap of its wings, 

precious light would fill the sky. If it wasn’t Shi Yi that fought it, who else could do so? 

The Demonic Butterfly landed on a mountain peak. Its entire body emitted light, as if it was harmonizing 

with qi through its breathing. Following that, it evoked a resonance between heaven and earth. 

Countless essence energy frantically rushed towards it, setting it ablaze. 



Finally, the Demonic butterfly began to flap its wings before flying over once again. Its two wings 

flickered, and shocking lightning surged. Electric radiance suddenly appeared, and this place began to 

curl with clouds and mist as a glaring scarlet light blazed. 

“It’s about to release another attack. After challenging so many times in succession today, is it about to 

carry out its final fight?” 

The Archaic Demonic deity’s descendant became angry. It wanted to carry out the final decisive battle, 

but after constantly losing, it was still extremely unconvinced. This time, it used up everything it had, 

and exhausted all of its divine power. 

The Demonic Butterfly’s entire body radiated light, developing a jade-like luster. Its wings were like two 

immortal swords, intersecting each other as it rushed towards Shi Yi. 

Hong! 

There was still quite a bit of distance separating them, but the thunderlike sound immediately shook the 

spectators until their ears began to hurt. The lightning radiance was like a sea of stars as it frantically 

smashed out. Countless lightning radiance hacked about, dazzling and terrifying. 

The Demonic Butterfly’s precious technique was astonishing, making all those watching flabbergasted. 

All of their hairs were standing up vertically. 

Shi Yi was like a deity as he stood there. Radiance enveloped him, and his hair fluttered behind him. His 

pupils flickered with a radiance that made people’s heart rate speed up, as if a God was descending into 

the world of mortals. 

He did not make any unnecessary movements. Directly raising his right hand, he pointed towards the 

distant heavens. In an instant, he was immediately surrounded by a misty fog that merged with 

multicolored light. It madly rose, sweeping the heaven and earth. 

Honglong! 

At the same time, a black cloud began to swirl about above his head. The thunder was world-shocking, 

and an enormous lightning appeared, hacking its way over. 

“He also use a lightning precious technique! So powerful!” 

Everyone was shocked, yet they felt relieved in the end. This precious technique was something Shi Yi 

already used before, and they didn’t see him use a sixth precious technique in the end. If he truly did use 

another one, then that would simply be too shocking! 

“That’s a Rain Clan technique! It’s the suppressing ability from his mother’s side of the family!” 

Shi Yi’s thunder and lightning was something that was absolutely terrifying. The raindrops were like 

sparkling flowers as they filled the sky, and the thunder and lightning were crazy. 

“When he uses it, the power is clearly more powerful than when Rain Clan members use it!” 



The people sighed. A heaven warping divinely talented individual was incredible after all. Any kind of of 

remarkable ability, once in his hands, would reveal a power far exceeding the norm. It made it difficult 

for people to chase after his back. 

“One person grasping five great abilities, and any one of them could be considered a clan guarding 

precious technique!” 

Shi Yi was immersed in lightning. The golden light was brilliant, and he was like a deity as he guarded 

against that Demonic Butterfly. It could be said that the two were like needles in a haystack, as they 

were all surrounded by interweaving lightning. 

This was the most unyielding battle. Tough and bright, there was nothing that couldn’t be destroyed. 

The lightning was like a river of stars as it hacked down streak after streak, making this place 

incomparably dazzling. 

Everyone covered their ears. Those sound waves were too terrifying, and their ears were about to split 

apart. The electric light was like a storming wave as it rolled up the inexhaustible sea of thunder. 

Everyone was dazzled as they watched. Once one’s accomplishments in symbols reached this degree, it 

truly could be considered divine; who dared to attack someone like this? The two individual’s intense 

battle could be considered a historical battle. 

Even if the heirs of deities came, they would also be surprised. Shi Yi and the Demonic Butterfly were 

too powerful! 

“If I recall correctly, the martial imperial family only has two supreme precious methods. The rest are 

merely some small auxiliary abilities. How could he have grasped five clan guarding precious 

techniques?” 

“Don’t all of these belong to the martial imperial family’s collection?” 

“The martial imperial family has no shortage of small abilities, but for true supreme precious methods, if 

a great clan had even one, it could already be considered quite excellent. 

Everyone began to mutter amongst themselves. With the Martial Imperial Family’s two great divine 

abilities and the Rain Clan’s suppressing precious technique, these were only three types. There were 

still two more, so where did Shi Yi learn those from? 

Everyone was bewildered, yet they could only sigh. A heaven warping and divinely talented individual 

would naturally have his own great opportunities. 

Moreover, the Martial King is no ordinary person. During his younger years, he fought with others for 

the title of Emperor, and his strength is terrifyingly powerful. Even though he hasn’t shown himself for 

the past many years, the people would still never forget him. It’s entirely possible that he passed down 

two hidden abilities secretly, and that the outside world merely didn’t know about it. 

Hong 

The Demonic Butterfly was blasted flying. Even though it’s lightning was extremely powerful and was 

not any bit inferior to Shi Yi’s, in the end, it was still defeated. 



Dual-pupiled individuals were extremely terrifying. A dual-pupiled person could turn just a small 

weakness into something major before attacking fiercely. As long as a small opportunity was given, it 

would inevitably be destroyed. 

Shua 

Thunder and lightning were dispersed everywhere, and the Demonic Butterfly was unwilling as it turned 

into a streak of light. It rushed over with its two wings like immortal swords, sparkling and transparent. 

They were brilliant to the point of making it difficult for people to open their eyes, and killing rays shone 

everywhere. 

Divine radiance erupted from the pair of wings, scattering down streak after streak. It cracked apart the 

mountain peaks and valleys, and they collapsed with honglong sounds. 

Everyone was overwhelmed with shock, and couldn’t help but feel scared. 

That pair of crystalline and brilliant butterfly wings were truly like a pair of immortal swords. They were 

too sharp, and the light they emitted could conquer everything as it slashed towards Shi Yi. 

Shi Yi was fearless. He opened his eyes and shot out a terrifying net. A divine sound followed, and a 

radiance formed from mysterious symbols enveloped the region in front of him. 

This type of scene was extremely startling, and it was as if the sky was being opened. The hazy radiance 

was extremely similar to the energy of primal chaos as it surged. 

“Dual-pupils opening the heavens!” Someone cried out in alarm. 

The rumors were true after all! Shi Yi’s twin pupils truly have immeasurable and profound divine might. 

It can suppress and kill enemies. His pupils emitted a divine light, focusing on the heaven and earth. 

The Demonic Butterfly struggled, but in the end, its two wings went rigid. It was restricted in the sky, 

and the light from its wings dimmed. It was difficult for it to emit any sword radiance, and was quiet as it 

stayed in the air. 

“Other than this, what else do you have?” Even though the Demonic Crack Butterfly was trapped, it was 

not frenetic. Its voice was cold and clear, and was actually the voice of a young girl. 

Shi Yi did not say anything. His entire body emitted light, and with a hong sound, all types of symbols 

appeared in the surroundings. The most frightening part was that several Heavenly Passages appeared, 

and deity like creatures were stored within them. 

Within one of the Heavenly Passages was a Rainbow Peacock. It spread its wings and cried out, flickering 

out with a bright radiance. It was powerful and frightening. 

In another Heavenly Passage, there was a Bi’an. It was incomparably ferocious, and was similar in shape 

and appearance to a divine tiger with dragon horns. Its entire body bloomed with light, blinding one’s 

vision as it roared with its head held high. 

Within the third Heavenly Passage, there was a Golden Peng that seemed to be formed out of gold. Its 

pupils were like lightning, and as golden light surged from its entire body, it was as if an Archaic deity 

once again appeared! 



The fourth one... 

A total of five Heavenly Passages emitted light, and terrifying creatures occupied them. There was a 

Rainbow Peacock, Bi’an, Golden Winged Peng and others. All of them were circling around Shi Yi’s side, 

and the splendid rain of light danced about him, making him seem like a king among deities, one that 

looks at everyone with disdain. 

Everyone was amazed. The realm of perfection in precious techniques were reflected in the profound 

symbols found within these five divine techniques! However, each precious technique was concentrated 

into a single symbol. As they were nourished within a Heavenly Passage, it gave birth to those Archaic 

divine birds and vicious beasts! 

“One symbol, one precious technique!” 

“One Heavenly Passage can store one supreme creature!’ 

The people became shocked one after another. This was too terrifying! Only one who possessed natural 

talents as well as an extremely high level of understanding and comprehension in symbol could be so 

outstanding. 

“Worthy of being called a dual-pupiled individual! As long as one appeared within the human race and 

matured properly, they would become comparable to saints and deity like existences!” 

The various race’s experts were all quaking in fear. They were simply not a match for this youth! 

Outside the crowd, the little guy fetch a handful of golden silt before tossing it into his mouth. Kengchi 

kengchi sounds rang out, and his face was expressionless. 

The fingertip sized playful stone that was as smooth as jade was flowing with a faint golden luster. Upon 

seeing this, it immediately cried out in grief, “Wasn’t that left behind for me? How could you eat it?!” 

“Eat up, eat up, refine it all up!” The little guy spoke to himself. The sparkling sand was being chewed up 

within his mouth, and his words were unclear as he said, “I really want to grow up two or three more 

years!” 

“Regardless, you still can’t eat the divine sand! You really can’t digest this stuff!” When the Divine 

Striking Stone saw how he was wasting it, its heart hurted so much it felt as if it was dying. 

“You don’t understand!” The little guy spoke. Even though he was chewing on the golden silt, he was 

somewhat absent-minded. His mind was everywhere, and scenes from his past appeared one by one. 

The Divine Striking Stone was amazed. As it watched the little guy eat the silt, it suddenly felt as if there 

was something deeply hidden within his heart. He seemed extremely savage, but was actually recklessly 

trying to increase his strength. 

“That Godlike youth is your main adversary?” Asked the mischievous stone. 

The little guy smacked it, creating a dong sound and said, “I am without rival!” 

The mischievous stone fought back and said, “If you keep smacking me, I’m going to leave!” 



The little guy grabbed it in one go and placed it in his mouth before chewing and saying, “How much 

good stuff of mine did you eat up already? Your essence’s divinity should have improved by a lot, so let’s 

me see if what you taste like.” 

“Save me!” The Divine Striking Stone screeched. This savage child really was biting it with gazhi gazhi 

sounds! 

Shi Yi nce again released the Crack Demonic Butterfly. He threw it into the depths of the Restricted 

Heavenly Bone Region, into the mist. Following that, the dual-pupiled individual[2] entered as well, 

disappearing from sight. 

Hong 

An hour later, a loud world-shaking sound was released. This entire small world was shaking and 

emitting light. Every region’s passageways began to turn fuzzy, and all of the golden gates quickly 

dimmed before completely disappearing. 

All of the regions within the small world were fused together, becoming connected. They no longer 

needed to borrow support from the golden passageways to travel between regions. 

The entirety of the Hundred Shattering Mountains appeared, and no longer was it separated into 

chunks. 

It was now reaching the final period of its opening, and was about to end. Anyone who wanted to enter 

again would have to wait another 100 years. Moreover, this signified that the true crisis was 

approaching. 

From ancient times until now, it had always been like this. When the regions connected, not only would 

geniuses collide with each other more often, the more terrifying part was that the indigenous creatures 

of the Hundred Shattering Mountains would hunt and feed! 

Aohou... 

An oppressive roar sounded out, shaking this entire world. Terrifying auras proliferated from the depths 

of all the great mountain ranges, shaking all the mountains! 

Of these formidable creatures indigenous to this land, quite a few were previously sealed within these 

narrow regions. Now that they were completely free, they frantically rushed towards their territories. 

It was as if they received some kind of order, and began to massacre these geniuses from outside this 

world! 

Wuwu... 

A group of humongous bats flapped their wings and emitted hissing noises. Every one of these bats were 

as large as pterosaurs. They broke out from the sealed abyss, hiding the sky and covering the earth as 

they slaughtered in all directions. 

A Silver Leopard awoke within a mist shrouded ravine. After standing its body up, it was over several 

hundred meters in height. Its entire body flickered with silver scales. It suddenly jumped, and with a 



hong sound, it descended on a mountain peak. A claw descended, directly causing the mountain top to 

collapse. 

Kacha! 

An active volcano split open, and a completely scarlet red Luxurious Cow rushed out. It treaded on 

magma, and its roar shook this small world. It made all of the mountains and rivers crack open. 

“These outsiders dug up and ate spiritual medicine as well as plundered precious artifacts. They have 

roamed freely around here for too long. It’s about time for us to begin our feast as well!” A Blue-eyed 

Golden Beast opened its mouth. 

It walked out from a great river, and it was similar to a qilin[3]. There was a pair of antlers on its head, 

and scarlet scales covered its body densely. Its tail was like a mace, and its claws were extremely sharp. 

Its entire body was scarlet red, and as water vapors filled the air, multicolored light surged. 

On top of a high mountain peak, a Peacock and a Golden Peng were standing side by side. They watched 

over everything within the mountains and rivers. Following that, their bodies erupted in precious light, 

causing the mountain to crack apart in all directions. They spread their wings and took to the skies, 

charging into the mountains separately. 

3.3 feetShi Yi of course, but you know, chineseA bit similar to the Japanese’s Kirin 

 


